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Kennebec Too Much For
Advertising rate* bleed upon circula
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Rockland
The Rorkland Oaaette was established
In 1040 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with tbe Oaaette
A partially blocked kick late ln the
In 1882 Tbe Free Preaa waa established
In 180) and ln 1801 changed Its name to second quarter and a fumble on the
the Tribune These papers conaolldated 20-yard line ln the third quarter were
March 17. 1807
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"All our actions take their hue ♦
• from the comp lesion of the heart ♦
♦ aa landscapes their variety from ♦
•

light.’’—Bacon

*

HIGH SCHOOL PUPILS
Who Were Enrolled Away

Back

In

Ute Year 1865

Ccmes to the newspaper desk a
ranking list of Rockland High School
for the year ending February 1865
Names of the pupils or that past
three-score-and-ten period will re
call to some present readers of the
list many long-forgottten incidents.
The names follow:
First Class—Katie 8 Fales, Oeorgie
Weeks. Laura J. Rhodes. Clara F. Al
len, Leonora F. Pillsbury, Oeorgie F
Farnham Frances Thomas Sarah F
Tyler. 8tephen Thacher, Prelette A.
Whitney O H Wiggln
Second Cla's—Lizzie Berry. Lucy H
Butler. Ella F. Gay. Eliza E Luce.
Almeda R. Litchfield. Orace D.
Nichols . Mary E Cobb. Llnnle A.
Thorndike. Rhoda A. Sprague. Alphonzo R. Weeks. Charles Crockett
Third Class—Margaret A. Wooster.
Nannie L. Burbank. Flora M Wise
Frederika B Bond. Eva E Vlnal. Abbie
F Havener. Fannie M Kca'ing Flor
ence A. Rankin. Callie R Crockett,
Carrie M Burpee. Laura A. Case. I
Flora E Orant. Minnie Andrews.
Fannie E Pottle. Almeda 8 Gould.
Susan E Ortene. Clara E Bowler.
Lucy W Stevens. Frances Harring
ton. Carrie E Packard Albert Tib
betts. Oeorge W Thacher. John 8.
Ludwig
Fourth Class—Lit tie B Young.
Annie B Thacher . Mary C Tyler,
Mary A. 8Urrett Helen A. Butler.
Lottie E. Lawry. Cora E Farrow.
Marcia W Farwell, Mary E. 8artcUe,
Hattie A. Lowe, Abbie F Tibbetts,
Abbie A. Whitney. Addle W Foster
Helen R Hewett. Josephine A Thayer
Alice A Haskell. Clara O Spalding
Mary J. Williams. Nannie I. Farrand.
Lettie A. Whitney. Euphemia Upham.
Helen F Torrey. Emeretta Thorndike
Mary E. Thomas. Samuel A Burpee.
Eben A Snow. Hiram Rhodes. Adel
bert J. Butler. Edgar T. Pillsbury.
A LITTLE DOG ASKS

Would anj-onc want me?
I was left all alone at Crescent
Beach.
I haven't any home and I love little
boys and girls. I don't bite; I am
very good mannered and am clean
and well trained Anyone can have
me who will be goed to
A Lonely Little White Dog
Inquire at The Courier-Gazette Office

the two breaks which led to a 13-0
victory for Oardlner High, over the
weak Rockland team. Putting aside
these two breaks one could say that
both teams were evenly matched ln
all departments.
Rockland threatened early ln the
first quarter when co-Captaln Sam
Olover reeled off a pretty 30-yard
run on a reverse, but the Rockiand
offense stalled and Gardiner took the
ball on downs. Rockland threatened
again ln the fourth quarter but the
alert Oardlner defense was too good.
Very seldom do spectators see one
man stop a whole team but ln yes
terday's game the play of Edwards,
Gardiner center was almost unbeliev
able for time and time again did he
break through and toes the Rockland
backs for losses Edwards accounted
for three-fourths of the Oardlner
tackles. For Rockland the ball carry
ing of Glover stood out. while East
kicked exceptionally well and Skinner
did a fine Job defensively.
Rockland

Gardiner

Donovan, re______________ le, Lord
Jordan. Douglas, rt................ It, Oray

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, November 2, 1935

A COMMENDABLE PLAN

The Federal Power Commission has
announced applications for authoriza
tion to act as officer or director of
more than one utility company or
bank had been received from five
utility officials, among them Charles
C. Webster and Ambrose A. Peterson
of Vinalhaven.

At a meeting of Winslow-Holbrook
Post. No. 1. American Legion, held ln
Legion hall. Thursday night, definite
plans were started to purchase a ceme
tery lot suitable for the burial of 100
ex-Service men.
This lot is to take care of all exService men who are not financially
able to obtain a lot of their own.

Only requirement necessary, an
honorable discharge from the enlisted
forces of the United States during the
World War.
It Is also planned that ln the near
future a suitable monument be placed
on this lot as a memorial to World
War Veterans.
Hector O. Staples, Commander.

A "WORKER" REPLIES

MERRIWELL SERIAL

The November term of Knox County
Superior Court convenes next Tues
day, and Is faced by a barrage of liti
gation which might well mean a con
tinuous session until the February
term if all of the pending cases were
tried and all other matters disposed .
of. But civil entries do not always
mean civil trials, for sometimes
litigants are found who are open to
conviction, and amicable settlements
are reached.
Suits returnable at the coming term
carry heavy "ad damnum." The Uni
versity of Chicago Is suelng the estate
of Robert Law for $200,000; there are
13 cases against Mrs. Ella Bird, re
sulting from the Warren automobile
disaster, aggregating $64,000; and
three automobile negligence cases
against W. M. Little and Earl U. Chaples. amounting to $52,000— making a
total of $316,000.
• • • •

To Quoddy Query As To Gilbert Patten's Hero To
Live Again On the Motion
Why More Laborers Do

The fame of "Frank Merrlwell,"
Editor of The Courier-Gage Me:—
the
young hero created by Gilbert
Officials of the N.RS should not
Patten of New York and Camden,
be wondering that common laborers
writing under the name of Burt L.
shy at the Quoddy Project. There Standish, Is to have further perpetare several reasons for hanging back,
first of which is the wage scale.

Monthly pay of $44 is not going to
Induce many married men to leave
a family ln Rockland in order to
work at Quoddy.

tor $44 a month should be within !

walking distance of home, and I do
not believe the president or those In
control ever intended It should be
different.
Worker
Rockland. Nov. 1

TESTING NEW DEAL
Literary Digest, Famous For “Straw

PORTLAND, MAINE
Every Saturday Night, 6.30 to 7.00 o’clock

Saturday, November 2nd, the opening hour of the
season will be—

THE

ROCKLAND

HOUR
HEAR THE FAMOUS 13 CLASS BAND
Vocal Selections On Our Own

Lime City Hour
Sponsored by the Distributors of

D. & H. COAL

mailing out 10 000.000 straw vote bal
lots ln a new nation-wide poll on the
popularity of the New Deal The

question. "Do you approve the acta
I and policies of the Roosevelt New

Deal to date" calling tor a yes or no
answer will go to the same persons
who' ln the spring of 1934. expressed
i themselves as 61.15 percent for the

New Deal and 38 85 percent against.
More than 500.000 secret postcard
ballots, with return postage paid by
the magazine, will be mailed dally
from New York until every section of
the country has received Its propor
tionate share of the ballots. "The
Literary Digest" announced. The
straw vote will be the eleventh na
tional poll conducted by the maga
zine.
The high degree of accuracy in
“Literary Digest" polls in the past
gives Important political significance
to this forthcoming test of public
opinion, coming just as the political
parties arc warming up to the na
tional campaign of next year. Its
value in ascertaining the swings in
public sentiment will be Increased,
says the New York Herald Tribune,
by an additional question on the bal
lot. asking each voter to indicate how
he voted in 1932.
Here's good news for thrifty house
wives. Pour big days of two for the
price of one plus only One Cent bar
gains. Only Rexall Drug Stores give
you such quality at such marvelous
savings. Sale starts Wednesday, Nov.
6 for balance of week. The Rexall
Store, 444 Main St., C. W. Sheldon,
prop.—adv.
132-133

Gild?
To help end it sooner,
rub throat and chest with

TELEPHONE 487

When

Gilbert

Patten

(B.v The Roving Reporter)

j from a meat bench onto a cement
floor a distance of about eight feet,
tearing a ligament and bruising him
severely. The accident would have
half killed anybody but the man who
used to perform such wondrous
stunts on the Warren baseball fieldMr. Robinson Is an extensive prop
erty owner ln his adopted city, and
his holdings are now easily Identified
from the fact that all of them have
just been painted a distinctive color.

As far back as my schooldays, when

mated

the

Frank Merrlwell stories he started
millions to reading and talking

uation in the form of a screen serial
produced by Universal.
Universal recently made a test of a
yound radio phenom. Donald Briggs,
in Chicago, and Henry MacRae
signed him for the port immediately,
unaware that It was young Briggs
who had created Frank Merrlwell on
the radio. Gilbert Patten, on the
other hand, without knowing that
Don Briggs was being considered,
wrote to Universal and suggested
Briggs for the part. Merriwell was
known for his amazing luck. This
is a happy augury for the serial and
for young Briggs.
In addition to Don Briggs, Uni
versal announced the selection of a
number of Juniors, all sons of promi
nent actors, for the cast of “The
Adventures of Frank Merriwell,"
which will go into production at
Universal City late this month. The
Juniors are Bryant Washburn, Jr..
House Peters, Jr., Harschel Mayell.
Jr.. Wally Reed, Jr., Alan Hersholt
and Peter Gowland. both sons of
well known actors. Jean Rogers, the
young Massachusetts beauty, will
play the heroine, Frank's sweetheart.
Inza Burrage. The only other player
in the older cast already selected is
Julian Eltinge, the former female
impersonator who is starting on a
new screen career.
The screenplay is by Ella H.
O'Neill. George Plympton and Hen
ry MacRae. who will make the pro
duction. McRae will have the use
of the strip drawings, and of many
of the original drawings ln the Tip
Top Magazine and ln the books.
Many of them are by Ben Wells.

NO PARI MUTUEL

Lincoln County Fair Frowns

On ’Em—Also (Probably)
On Deficit
Practically a clean sweep was made
of the old board of officers Thurs
day at the annual meeting of the
Lincoln County Fair while the num
ber of trustees was reduced from 18
to five.
The financial report revealed a
(Slight deficit. Pari-mutUels were not,
operated at the fair this year and
will not be next year, It was decided:
These officers were elected: Presi
dent, Herbert A. Clarke of Jefferson:
vice presidents, John P. Kelley of
Boothbay Harbor, A. Q. R. Peaslee of
Aina, Chester H. Vannah of Damarifeottta, Benjamin A. Burleigh of
Whitefield and Henry G. Cunning
ham of Jefferson: secretary, John N.
Glidden of Newcastle; treasurer, Lin
wood H. Pierce of Damariscotta; race
secretary. Frank M. Decker of New
castle; auditor, Joseph F. Chapin of
Damariscotta.
The board of trustees consists of
Oirlando M. McKown of Boohba.v
Harbor, John N. Glidden, Alvin Piper
of Damariscotta, Edward B. Denny of
Damariscotta and Otis E. Oliver of
Nobleboro.

s‘« »
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w' had aL*> l’lanncd a cal1 upon
I ex-Congressman Donald Partridge,
Mountains—going to Fabyans on a our
frlend up ln Norway.
we
Maine Central excursion, I used to gave one
at his attractive
hear about the great avalanehe bungajow and kept on farming. Half
which swept down upon the Willey a dozen unopened milk bottles on the
Farm burying all of Its occupants be- piazza wcuid have told any Sherlock
Death thousands of tons of rock, yet Holmefi that he was not at home,
miraculously sparing the farmhouse I on the road to Bethel we noted
ln which they would have found safe wllh a tU<hl ^iver. a slgn whlch
reluge I remember h:w all of the read Snow Falls Inn, but the sign also
passengers rushed to the side of the said "Heated." In this connection I
car from which could be seen the still was somewhat surprised to find that
standing Willey house, and how we many of the snow fences up that way
listened in awe as the conductor or had not been unrolled. Evidently
some other train hand told again the some prophet has kidded them into
story of the tragedy which Is one of the belief of an open winter.
the epics of New Hampshire's great
At Bryant’s Pond they do not pin
white hills.
their faith wholly ln shoe factories,
Traces ot the great slide are still but rather ln clothespin factories..
to be seen, but gone Is the Willey At Gilead, leaving Maine, we note the
house, on the site of which has been wild River CCC Camp. And then
erected a bronze memorial, telling to
8heibume. N H. . with a
posterity the sad story of the catas- splendid view of the Philbrook Farm,
trophe
] so well known to some of the Rock, land friends of Mr. and Mrs Howard
Bob Ciets Utterly
Alongside this memorial in a small P*lUl>r<x>kbut cosy dining room Bob Webster
Picnic parties have spread the
and I last Sunday partook of a very nocn<ia.'’ meal In many of the attracsatisfying repast—appetites sharp- tive STOves which we pass; groves
ened by the long ride through the w^ere Hie beautiful white birch is
everlasting hills, and spiced by the i kin8
"UK* ™
is contang of a crisp autumn day
splcuously posted not to peel bark
On one side towering 4300 feet into fr^m ,he_tre“
the sky stood Mt. Willey, overtopping I From Gorham, traveling on "Hie
the great hills on tht opposite side of Presidential Highway.” the "big tops"
Crawford Notch, yet not detracting bear on cur left Mt. Adams and M>
Jefferson easily the most conspicuous
from their grandeur.
Another Owl's
"What's the name of this moun And what's this?
Head
sign.
The
Owl's
Head is there,
tain?" Bob asked of the waitress, and
Indicating the hills to which I have but we listen ln vain for the swishing
waves which are part and parcel of
last referred.
the Owl's Head we know and love
“Mt. Webster," was the reply.
Bob glowed with such conscious best.
I made

Picture Screen

Not Apply

“The Literary Digest” has begun

WCSH

COURT BEGINS TUESDAY

WHEN BIG SLIDE CAME

Suit Against Robert Law Estate Returnable Then

Votes'' Starts Another Query

TUNE IN ON

Volume 90.................... Number 1 32.

Legion Post To Buy Cemetery Lot For Burial Of Story Of White Mountain Avalanche Retold100 Ex-Service Men
Dining On the Site

Circumstances have compelled the
Ricker. Curtis, rg. lg. Peterson. Crane
Edwards O _________ .... C, LaCrosse writer, at various times, to seek work
in other localities, leaving his family
Lamson. lg _____________________
_____ rg. Turner, Peterson. Bronki for months at a time. It has been
Lasalle. It _______________ rt, Ayotte his experience that the family ex
Kllllam. McNalley. le .— re Murglta penses have never been less because
Ooggin. qb ________ qb, Karl. East of his absence, for they eat their
Drisko, Smith lhb--------------------share and his while he is away
__________ rhb. Crockett. Skinner
Then again there is the hazard of
Merrill, rhb........................ lhb. Olover accident and Illness ln the family. A
Hawkins. Stuber. fb------ fb Aceardl man having remitted his wages home
Touchdown. Hawkins 2 points after Saturday, may receive word Monday
touchdowns Rawklns (rush) referee that he must come home at once
Bagley Umpire Daily. Headllnes- because of illness or death. Inas
man. Richards. Time four tens.
much as no provision Is made for re
turn transportation, a man is justi
LOCAL WOMAN WINS PRIZE
fied ln not assuming any such pos
sibility.
Announcement was made on Thurs
One man is known to have been
day evening over WBZ. Boston that j rejected for physical defect and had
Mrs Frank Crockett of 25 Oliver to make his way home as best he
street this city had won a ton of could. There is also the possibility
D.StH coal In a radio contest con of being discharged, with a like re
ducted by the D.AH Coal Co of sult.
Scranton, Pa Prizes include a mo
For the single man, the Quoddy
tor stoker. 5 tons of coal, a thermos I project may have a meaning, but to
tat and single tons of coal The a family man. not qualified for the
broadcast occurs Sunday evenings at higher wage scale, it means from the
4 45 Thursday evenings at 7.45. Entry frying pan into the fire. No one
blanks for the contest mav be secured wishes to assume additional risks
at the M B AC O Perry Coal office, and burdens unless the returns of519 Main street.
set such. Otherwise, a man working
TWO VINALHAVEN MEN

THREE CENTS A COPY

my first trip to the White

pride I almost suspected he thought
the mountain was named for him.
The locality is now known as the I
WiUey camps, and as I have told you
In a previcus letter their first managw was Tom Kane, formerly day
clerk at Hotel Rockland, and non
manager of a large hotel ln Northern j
Vermont. The dav would have been
made complete with the presence of >
this popular hotel man. and former
member of the Northwest Mounted
Police.

—Busy Term Forecast
Mrs. Addie Bucklin,
Vinalhaven
Eugene F. Harrington. So Thomaston
Mrs. Mildred F. Havener, Rockland
Albert James,
Friendship
Robert Mayo,
Thomaston
Oeorge A. McCarter,
Cushing
Mrs Marlon Nash.
Camden
Mrs Mary R Ness,
Appleton
Mrs. Bernice A. Payson,
Union
Harry Pushaw.
Hope
Roland Richards,
Rockport
Morris J. Studley.
Warren
John F. Whalen,
Owl's Head
Emery J. Wooster,
North Haven
Traverse Jury

Thomaston
Percy Averill,
Rockport
Mrs. Ida Barrows.
Camden
Frank J. Blood.
Camden
George E Boynton.
Vinalhaven
Mrs. Margie Chilles,
Washington
Willard Clark.
Owl’s Head
Andrew Coffey,
Union
A Carroll Heald,
Hope
Albert Heath.
The Robert Law Case
North Haven
Bernard Mills,
Damages In the sunt of $200 000 are
Appleton
Ivan Mink,
asked in the suit brought by the Uni
Rockland
Arnold Nelson.
versity of Chicago against Frances
Cushing
Albert V. Orff,
Barnsdall Law of Rockport and
Rockland
| Colby W. Post,
Theodore Newton Law and Robert
J Walter Stackpole. South Thomaston
Barnsdall Law of Fort Chester. N Y„
I Mrs. Reta Thomas,
Rockland
executors ot the estate of the late
Roland Thompson.
Friendship
Robert Law Jr known as Robert Law
! Mrs Jeannette Turner, Isle au Haut
of Rockport. Me.
I Mrs Nettle Vlnal,
Warren
According to the writ, Law. ln con
Wallace
Watts.
St.
Oeorge
sideration of other subscriptions,
•
•
•
•
agreed to subscribe $200,000 to the

University of Chicago, which under
A new grand Jury will be Impaneled
took In reliance upon this and other Tuesday forenoon, but the traverse
subscriptions to enlarge Its educa Juries are not required to be in at
tional program
tendance until Thursday morning.
Law. It Is alleged, paid $35,111.08
■ Justice George L. Emery of Biddeupon this subscription, but made in
i ford will be the presiding judge, and
his lifetime only one of the 10 an ' It is expected that he will be accom
nual payments Of $16388 92 agreed
panied by Arthur H. Whitman of
upon In his cohtract with the univer
Portland as stenographer. They will
sity. Allegation is made that six of
be
quartered at The Thorndike.
said annual payments are now due.
On the criminal docket are numer
plus Interest.
The case Is returnable at (he term ous appealed cases, and much matter
of Knox County Superior Court, which which will receive the grand Jury's
attention.
opens Tuesday.
• • • •
Thirty applicants desire naturaliza
Grand Jurors
tion papers, and many couples will
Charles E. Baum,
8t. George seek the word which will permit them
Earl O Boynton.
Washington to go separately.

A DISILLUSIONED EAGLE

On a Downward Grade

Here in Maine, as winter snows are
after?” quoth the medical gentleman.
about to descend, we mark our culThe circles gradually narrowed and
verts with a twig or a sapling, but
finally the eagle swooped into the
New Hampshire does the job more
pond directly in front of the doctor.
Seated in his camp at Sennebec
thoroughly by showing a board of
There was a racket that would have
proper height, painted yellow and Pond, Appleton. Dr. W. D. Hall puffed ! done credit to an airplane crash, and
black
away at his faithful pipe and was at ) Dr. Hall saw the bird of freedom fly
A,
Mounlain thc motorists'
peace with the world.
painfully away, feathers drooping, and
attention is claimed by a miniature
Out of the distant skies emerged a anything but an exalted look on its
pon(j on y,e shores of which Is a
large bird, which he was soon able to ' features.
miniature village.
Identify as an eagle. The bird ot
What the eagle had sought, and
The descent of Crawford Notch freedom flew tn graceful circles, re
found to its sorrow, was one of Dr.
from Twin Mountain to Bartlett will
A Stonewall Town
peatedly passing Dr. Hall's camp and ; Hall's wooden decoy duck.
Wc got away to a late start Sun always be for me something to mar with something manifestly on his
A sadder, wiser, and hungrier eagle
day forenoon and with no very defi vel at, for you travel more than 20 mind.
is treading the skies somewhere in
mikes,
always
downward
until
you
nite idea as to our destination.
“Now what do you suppose he's the upper regions of Northern Knox.
Riding westward along Maine high wonder how you could possibly have
been
so
high
up.
entering
the
Notch
ways we were struck by the trans
of Maine, Miss Winslow is delighted
ELEVATING THE PRUNE
formation which a single week had from Twin Mountain without visible
with her present location, and finds
effort.
effected. Oone was the magnificent
Mrs. Edna R. Coombs Sends Recipe
I wish I had time and space to tell her duties most congenial She had
foliage for which October. 1935. had
Which Should Popularize It
just
returned
from
a
Sunday
hike,
been so famous. The woodlands were the story of the Willey avalanche, and
and presented a picture of health.
I
especially
wish
that
the
copyright
carpeted with leaves, but the trees
The home economics department
We sought the two Rockland stu
viyi ttieir myriad of outstretched privilege did not prevent mc from
dents, John Karl and Howard Crock offers this recipe to the makers of
using
the
dramatic
description
given
arms looked gaunt and spectral.
ett. The latter was absent at the
tasty tidbits for tables. It was re
Many cars were seen parked along by Rev. Ouy Roberts of Whitefield,
time, but John made it very plain
N
H.
the woodland highways, and now and
ceived
from Mrs. Edna R. Coombs of
The disaster occurred in 1826 fol that he was happy to meet somebody
then a gunshot told that somebody
Vinalhaven who recommends It as
from
home.
He
had
Just
been
play

was not taking the Sunday hunting lowing a severe drouth, which was
broken Aug. 28 by a terrific storm. ing tennis, and offered a grip which delightful and easily made, and has
law seriously.
Hundreds
of acres were ravaged by would have done ample credit to a labeled It Cocoanut Prune Delight.
Again on this trip big game refused
professional wrestler. His football
Press milk from cocoanut. Wash
to reveal itself, but stretched In the landslides and 21 of the 32 bridges in
team was defeated in Tilton, N H
the
Notch
were
carried
away.
The
highway was the lifeless form of an
prunes carefully and soaK in cold
the previous day. but the loss was not
other dead porcupine. I have never road was completely destroyed.
unexpected as Tilton is one of the water over night. Bring to a boil ln
been able to understand how an ani
Three Bodies Never Found
Granite State's strongest school some water as soaked and simmer
mal with such fine points can be
In the Willey house at the time of teams.
1 hour. Remove pitta, and fill each
come so careless.
the storm were living nine persons.
There was one more stop on the prune with 1 teaspoonful of cocoaWe rode through North Whitefield Just how they met their death will homeward Journey and that was on
nut. Serve in desert dishes and pour
over a route new to me and saw more ncveT be revealed, but evidently they the outskirts of Bath to shake hands
over each dish a sauce made of the
stonewalls than I supposed could be loft the house in terror when the
with another farmer Rockland man prune Juice, boiled down with a bit
assembled in all of Lincoln County. avalanche began its descent, thereby who has never forgotten his old home
of lemon peel. Over each serving
Up hill and down hill they ran; nar meeting their doom, for the ava
town—Ivan A. Trueworth.v. He meets heap Ice Cream. Crushed walnuts
row ones, bread ones, and high ones. lanche split before it reached the you always with a genial smile and
may be used instead of cocoanut.
Where In the world did all the rocks Willey farm and the house remained hearty welcome.
Either makes a delicious desert.
come from, and were they collected undamaged. The tragedy did not be(The End)
by some group of unemployed in a come known until two days later, and
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
bygone E.R A.
the .search for the bodies began. All
FIX BRIDGE HEIGHT
but
three
were
found.
If I had to live rov lire again I would
Calling «n Bill Robinson
made a rule to read some poetry
Evidences of hasty departure were But Washington Says Prospect Not have
A picturesque feature of North
and listen to some nuulc at least ones
a week The loss of these tastes la a lost
found
in
the
house
and
on
the
table
Rosy
For
Deer
Isle
Bridge
Whitefield is the old Catholic Church
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
and adjoining churchyard. History, was found a Bible opened at the 18th
FRIENDSHIP AND LOVE
Psalm,
beginning
—
Says
a
Washington
special:
there, they tell me.
can smooth the rugged path
"The Lord also thundered in the
“The War Department engineers Friendship
We turned toward Pittston on
Of poverty and pain.
heavens.
”
i
Thursday approved an 85-foot heigh: Can ease the bed of suffering.
Route 126, noting that North Pitts
And bid hope smile again
The Willey House was again reoc for the Deer Isle Bridge, following Can
ton has what Lockland hopes to
cheer us ln our onward way.
Whereer
way may He—
cupied.
but
ln
1899
was
destroyed
by
recommendations of District Engineer Smile with that
have—a community building. Also
us In our happy hours.
And share our misery.
we noted that the Randolph hose fire, and was replaced by the Willey Kingman. Sponsors of the project can
now take a complete design for the But more than this can love bestow—
house, partly destroyed' by fire, a Farm Camps.
brother's mindful love!
Old Friends at Fryeburg
bridge to agencies in Washington It Agives
year ago. has never 'been repaired.
to Friendship's smile a glow.
Like sunshine from above;
I would not like to have it said
We re-entered Maine through Frye which may be induced to allot funds
It warms the heart. It prompts the hand
that I passed through Gardiner with burg. stopping to pay our respects to for the structure. The prospect Is not
To noble thoughts and kindly deeds.
bids us by each other stand.
out looking up my old baseball chum, Miss Daphne Winslow, a valued rosy, however, since PWA and WPA And
In all our joys. In all our needs.
W| G. Robinson. Sunday we found member of the Fryeburg Academy have allotted practically all funds.”
When truth cements thia holy bond,
him seated in Ms market telling a faculty, and well remembered here as
This golden chain of mystery!
It
stretches far. O far .beyond
group of mare or less credulous citi one of the greatest stars of the Rock
Special—Have your car washed,
This world at sin and misery;
zens what he thinks the Red Sox will land High School girls' basketball day or night, all through November, And. like the electric wires, doth toll
Throughout thy realms. Eternity! ’
do next year. Bill had the misfortune team. Except for the fact that home 79 cents. Power washer used. Fire Those
magic words, which on each soul
Are writ by power of sympathy.
a few weeks ago to fall backward folks seldom penetrate to this part proof Oarage.
131-136
—J. K. Pierce

.ocklari'

rage iwo

The Courier-Gazette

NOT ANGLO-SAXONS?

THREK-TIMES-A-WFEK

"Perish the Thought," Cried

I was not disobedient unto the j
heavenly vision.—Acts 26:19

ouner-Cazette. Saturday. November z.

the Rotarians, and Smote

WIN A PRIZE!

Their Breasts

ALWAYS THE SAME

Rotarians at the
yesterday luncheon
It ls no matter of surprise that
hour had for the
Orace Coolidge, known to the world
speaker that persist
as widow of our former President,
ent and intellectual
Calvin Coolidge, should Insist upon
delwr into the past,
sharlr.g with the guides the kitchen
the Rev. H. I. Holt
work of the camp where she ls of Camden, who on previous occa
spending a fortnight ln the vacation sions has filled that position, and
region of Maine. It was another of always with high satisfaction to his
thoe natural touches of the real hearers. His subject this time dealt
woman, the lady supreme, who during with the ancient peoples of history,
the all too brief years of her presid romance and tradition, out of whom
ing at the White House, won to her the present racial strains have been
the appreciation and low of the developed. Mr Holt's researches into
entire country. The picture of her. these regions of antiquity have been
with rolled sleeves, doing the dishes extensive and penetrating, and he
ln co-operation with the camp guides, speaks upon the theme with an au
Is of a piece with her natural poise ln thority that carries conviction to his
all the exacting phases of the White hearers
House life, ln which as the first lady
With the opening of the address he
of the Administration she was called precipitated Into the ranks of those
upon to serve Whenever today the hearers a bombshell, with the declaname of Orace Coolidge ls spoken. j ration that ln appropriating to themgentlemen respond with the raised selves the proud designation of
hat and the women of the land break Anglo-Saxons, research and tradition
into applause.
rather had them ln the door. This
It will further interest the reader was a dreadful doubt to Implant ln
to know that Mrs. Coolidge was guest the minds of the Rotarians who had
at the camp of Mrs Hope Wheeler, been going around for years pluming
formerly of Rockland wife of the late themselves upon their ancestral ori
Dr. Wheeler of this city.
gin. and many painful looks were ex
changed. But the speaker smilingly
CELEBRATING THE NIGHT
went on to demonstrate the apparent
findings of research, which left them,
Halloween was not without Its tra lf not ln all respects Anglo-Saxon, at
ditional observance ln the city. least of such presentable form of an
There was noise enough, but lt was cestry as Justifies the assurance that
not offensive; there was here and after all they are sprung from a
yon a prank to be noticed, but lt bon1 series of intermingled races who knew
no over-emphasis. There was the their way about, and though wantmummery of costume but there went
perhaps ln coats of arms and such
with lt little of that license cf the details of identification, can upon the
practical Joke and the destroying of whole be referred to with pride
personal property. On the whole, the
XIr HoU takes high rank ln the
youth of the town bore itself with a neld of historical research and tradlgentlemanly repression that stands tlon u a nuent speaker, using no
Infinitely to its credit, winning the notes> and leaves his applauding
warm commendation of sleepy cltl- hearers ln the assurance that they
■ens who recalled the years when have been listening to one of the most
youth taking Its fling, the Halloween distinguished students and investiga-

CHRYSANTHEMUMS IN THE CHURCHES
Arc blossoming a few each day and
ire they gorgeous! Don't let the
season go by without having at
iMst one bouquet of thrm.

TULIP, HYACINTH
and

NARCISSUS BULBS
Are in and should be planted now.
We have some splendid bulbs.

“SILSBY’S”
flower shop
TEL. 318-W
371 main st..
ROCKLAND
124tf

SOLVE THIS DELIGHTFUL

SERMONETTE
A Tale of thr City
"Boast not thyself of tomorrow;
for thou knowest not what a day
may bring forth." When I was a
small boy we had a deep, cool well
that never failed. My! that water
was always oold. We used it until
the water company, with its blan
dishments. persuaded us to swap
cold free water, for a flowing tap
at a price. Such is progress. We
get on ln thia world by a process
ol abandonment. Near my office
Is a cigar and newsstand. They
wanted to Install three of those
fascinating little tables that snap
marbles and beguile so , many
gickels from the unwary Having
no space ot their own. they covet
ed their neighbors.' Por over a
quarter century, in one of those
little enclosed spaces between
buddings, a ruddy faced Italian
had been snugly housed. Always
a quiet sort of gentleman, he sat
every day and evening, selling hot
peanuts, fruits and candies to
those who passed. The bankers,
lawyers and business men all came
to know him. I met him the other
day, his shelter gone and business
ruined. Truly he had not antici
pated what a day might bring
forth. That comer will not be the
same again. To swap this faith
ful Italian citizen for a gaming de
vice Is poor progress.
In the case of the well, a for
ward step was taken; ln the case
of the peanut vendor the step was
ln retrograde. Both have passed
from the picture. Thus do little
things make or mar lives, '^oast
not thyself of tomorrow; for thou
knowest not what a day may brtng
forth."
William A Holman

PUZZLE
Prepared by America’s foremost creator of Anagrams.
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TRY YOUR SKILL

miiintib

YES It A
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EO
7 M'LOON
i SflLiS.-oSERVItE
will speak on at. Francis of Asslssi
REEC NIS
and Mrs Edith Richards on the re
GALE DEP NED
ligious significance of Eugene O’Neill's
ICES REV
' Days Without End "
VA HE
A meeting of the Red Cross mem
bers will be held Tuesday at 3 o'clock
Th. (wrttl an.w.r I
SHED LIE STAB
will h. puMla|>«t
at the Harriet Levensaler house for
U RO
wilh l»M IM.1 pu« I
the purpose ot discussing the pro
Cl >U. WATCH FOR I
ABLE
VINE
i
gram for the coming year.
IT I
PUT NOT E AI It
The annual meeting of the Half
Hour Reading Club was held at the
home of Mrs. Prank D. Elliot Thurs
day evening with about 2$ present
Ttiri^nn\jt t wo vs*
Offlcers elected were: President. Miss
Rita Smith: vice president. Mrs. Fred
REFRIGERATION - OIL HEATING ENGINEERS
DISTRIBUTORS
OF
FINEST
FUEL
OILS
Overlook; book committee. Mrs. Ed21 LIMEROtH STFIELT
ROCKLAND. MAINE
ward D°n'*aP Miss Helen Carr, and
Miss Jessie Crawford After the busl- |
ness mecWn? a resumc of non-fiction
books
‘ by Mlas
Miss Christine Moore and Mrs Dornan' whichproved interes lng Dis-1
cushions followed on various books
pranks they staged were things to be lors Of the Past.
Refreshments were served by tbe
recalled with a touch of regret
The Rotanans stood up to express
wl*\»^“l^P^ti;;^ committee and a beautiful bouquet
the speaker, and displaring bv that
chrysanthemumspresented to the
SEASONAL SUGGESTIONS
retiring president. Mss Jessie Stew
At Strand Theatre Sunday, Monday, Tuesday—“Broadway Melody of 1936”
action the new badge that had come
Stepping over the threshold. Into lo ^jnd. a large and Impressive lm- art. The Club during the past year .
At Park Theatre, Monday, Tuesday—“Smilin’ Through” with Norma Shearer
the period when the man with the pkment of lunch identification that has boUgh\80,D^ non’flctlon bcoks
annoying sneeze or the sniffing nose
nob> adornment to the Rotari- for the public Libraryusurps the right of way. the defense- an breast and yields to the wearer of
Mrs. Nllnnie Beckett recently gave
less citizen finds himself charged n a comfortable sense of club respon- a fish dinner with approriate acces
sories at her cottage at Stone's Point. |
with the necessity of personal protec- sibtlity.
Rev. John Smith Lowe DD. at the
Cushing Her guests were her sons
tion It Is a problem of no small
Universalist church Sunday at 10:45
Vertner and Lloyd. Walter Dow. Miss
dimensions, having much to do with
will have as his theme "Another
THOMASTON
_____
Oeorgia Young. Mrs. Byron Coombs
the diet, where, we are told, fruit
World to Conquer." Church school
___ and Mrs William T. Smith and Marian Coombs. Cribbage and
shall not be denied, any more than ln
at noon; Chapin Class Tuesday eve
enjoyed A diversion
the summer time. You must avoid spent the weekend ln Medford and dancing
ning with Mrs Oeorge Palmer; Circle 1
the draft, goabout with the dry-shod' Boston with their son. William T In the evening was a climb up a
supper Wednesday at 6 in the vestry. Problems." will be discussed, the sub
foot, renounce over-eating, speak smith, Jr. who ts a student at Tufts high hill which required a strenuous
• • • •
ject being. "My Problem of Care and
kindly to your wife, be patient with college. They attended the Tufts- effort and raised a call fo.- another
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal) Sorrow." The happy prayer and
the children and keep ln mind the williams football game, and have re- supper. The view from the hill is ex
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector: Services praise meeting will be held on Tues
tensive. taking in Monhegan on the
number of yodr family doctor's tele- turned home
for tomorrow will be appropriate for j day evening at 7:15.
Southeast and the Camden moun
phone.
Mrs. L. T. Simmons of Waldoboro
the Sunday within the Octave of All ,
tains on the northeast.
was a guest Thursday of Mrs. George
Mrs. A. L. Cameron who has been Saints: Matins at 7.15; Holy Com
WARREN
BREAKING INTO VERSE
W. Ludwig
munion at 7.30: church school at 9 30;
a visitor a1 the home
Hrs. Grace
Mrs Minnie Wilson. Mrs. Lucy Sil- Pavson the past few weeks, returned Holy Eucharist and sermon at 10.30; j Mr. and Mrs. Gould entertained Mr
It is perhaps the occult In these
vespers at 7.30.
lery and Miss Harriet Wilson were re Friday to Boston.
and Mrs. Frank Rowe and Mr. and
changes of the season that brings into
• ■ • •
cent visitors at the home of Mrs
Mrs. Sidney Copeland at a dinner
Mrs
LB
Gillchrest
entertained
expression one's yearning after the
At the Congregational Church. |
Mary Spear ln Pittsfield.
party Thursday evening.
Mrs J E Creighton. Mrs Roscoe
poetic, a yearning which, in varying
Mrs. John Stackpole spent Mon- Hupper of New York, and Mrs. Healy Sunday School is at 9.30 and the
Mrs. Alden Watts left today. Sat
degree, lies at the heart of each of us.
church service at 10.30. Mr. Olds will
The winter, the summer, the spring, day in Rockland as guest of her of North Dakota, at lunch Wednesday
urday. for Boston where she has em
use for his subject "Seeing and
at Lincolnville Beach.
ployment during the winter.
each lays upon us the weight of an sister, Mrs. Ethel Clark.
The Beta Alpha Club meets MonThe card party for the benefit of Realizing the Values cf the Spiritual
Georges.River Lodge, K. of P.. will
appeal which it seems difficult—with
Life." Comrades of the Way will ,
some even Impossible—to deny. Ex day night with Mrs. Leona Starrett. -he local Nursing Association held have a supper-devotional meeting at confer the rank of page 0 na class
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
~ must
__ be
_ given
...........
____
,
Services at St. John's Church Sun- ’-ast evening at the home of the preslof candidates. Tuesday evening. The
pression
it,............
and by
way
of outlet"the "more part otus' twn day win be: Holy Eucharist 9 30 a. m.; dent, Miss Christine Moore, was well 6.00 p. m„ with a full evening's pro rank drill team of Arcana Lodge of
17 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCK LAND
TELEPHONE 170
with a natural impulse to the exercise Church School at 10.45
Evening attended and enjoyable Prizes at the gram to follow.• • • »
Thomaston will assist in the work
of rhyme
service will be omitted. The autumn flx tables were won by Miss Lizzie
At First Church of Christ. Scien- j Lodges Meduncook of Friendship.
Thts paper takes special pleasure ln series of bridgs parties will begin next Levensaler. Mary Overlock. Mrs. Susie
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster General Berry of Rockland and
these periods of Nature changings Friday evening at the Parish hall at Ntwbert. Mrs. Faye Stetson. Clara
Camden of Camden, with Arcana of Mexico where he was obliged to use Daughters will meet at 1 o'clock J for several days of (Mr. and Mrs.
streets, Sunday services are at 10:30
that bring to its columns poetic of- 7.30.
Spear. Mrs. Florence Oardiner. At
Thomaston are invited.
Orand an Intrepreter. He also served as Monday at the Congregational [ Edward Andrews in Lynn. Mass.
rerings from its readers, some of, Mr and Mrs. Albert Elliot enter- the Anagram table Miss Rita Smith and the subject of the Lesson-Ser Chancellor B. F. Wentworth of YMCA., secretary for many years
Chapel, to tack comforters.
Mrs. Estelle Perry, who Is visiting
mon
tomorrow
will
be
"Everlasting
,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Wolf have
them distinguished by high merit, talned Friday at a picnic supper at
Scarboro. Grand Keeper of the in Chelsea Mass. Young people of
Mrs. Alice Watts returned home her niece Mrs. Gertrude Rowe, spent
Punishment.” Sunday School is at ’
arrived
from
their
Southern
hcmc
and these it ls a privilege to dignify their cottage In Cushing. Halloween
Records and Seal, Harold 3. Elder the Church school tre especially In Thursday after having been guest , Friday with Mrs. Ilda Russell.
11.45. Wednesday evening testimony
with the types. That some of them decorations were a feature of the for a visit with Mrs. Wolf's father
of Portland, and Past Grand Chan vited to attend, and it is hoped thc
meeting Is at 7.30. The reading 1
do not arrive at that form of recog- Party and cards were enjoyed, fol- Edward O'B. Burgess.
cellor. Clarence E. Richards of Dam choir singers will respond by full
Herbert Everett Installed a com room is located at 400 Main street,f ariscotta are expected to be present
nition. is chiefly due to the fact that lowed by refreshments. Those presattendance. Mr. ,Waltz also com
and open week days from 2 until
wrlters fall to put the necessary hard ent were Mr- and Mrs
ure’ bination hot water and hot air heater
Supper will be served at 6:30.
poses words and music, and has
5
p.
m.
work into their construction. Poetry 'ant. Mr. and Mrs. Lee Walker. Mr. Friday in the Baptist parsonage.
Guy I. Waltz of Waldoboro former ! directed choruses of 100 voices and
• • • *a
is a jealous maid to whose wooing one and Mrs. Bowdoin Orafton. Mr. and
ly a concert director and soloist over In churches whose seating
"The Unpardonable Sin" will be j
is compelled to give most exacting Mrs. Arthur McDonald. Mr. and Mra
LONG COVE
the Sunday evening topic of Rev.' throughout the United States will capacity was a 1000 and better.
Donald Hanley of Rockland. Miss
Mrs. Flora McKellar has been
consideration.
Charles
E. Brocks at the Pratt Me- j be present with his auto-harp Sun
Services at St. George's Church to
Clara Spear and Myles Weston.
day evening to direct the song secylce moved from the Marlboro Hospital
j
mortal
Methodist
Church.
At
the
morrow
will
be
Holy
Eucharist
at
7.45.
Mrs Roscoe Hupper of New York
at the Baptist Church. Mr. Waltz to the home of her sister Mrs.
AVOIDING THE TRUCK
morning service the Sacrament of
and her mother. Mrs. Healey of North and evening at 6.
for 25 years was gospel singer, chorus Willard Boggs. 15 Hayden St. Marl
the
Lord's
Supper
will
be
observed.
In these persistent tragedies of the , Dakota, who have spent two weeks in
organizer, and director, assisting boro. Parker McKellar who spent
There will also be a baptism and re
motor-ridden highway, that ungainly St. George, were guests Tuesday of
TENANT'S HARBOR
pastors In conducting special servi last week in that city, returned home
ception of members. The Friendly
creature, the truck seems to have ac- ' Mrs. L. B. Gillchrest.
ces. His first position was with the last Saturday.
According to the United States govern
News has been received here of the Men's Bible Class meets at 9.30;
Harry Moody left for Boston Friday
quired the special reputation of being
First Baptist Church in Portland,
ment reports, that startling sum is the an
The Help One Another Circle of
[
Baraca
Class
and
the
church
school
marriage Oct 26 in jPortland of Miss
driven into. Why this should be so. on a week's business trip.
since when he has been in churches King's Daughters will meet Monday
nual cost of the common cold to the people
Oliver Collamore. who has been Rebecca Miller, daughter of Rev. and at noon and Epworth League at 6 30 as gospel singer, ln Boston, New York
presenting as it does a reared and
of the United States. Do your part to re
evening with Mrs. Caro Copeland.
p.
m.
formidable bulk that should be visible employed In New York ls spending Mrs. Perley E. Miller of this place, to
city, Chicago, Detroit and New
duce that tremendous expenditure. Treat
The Dorcas Circle of King's
• • a »
from almost any distance, is difficult this weekend with his mother. Mrs. James Harding of Portland. The
a cold at the First sneeze. If it does not
At the Littlefield Memorial Church
to understand. The motoring world Frank Collamore. He leaves Monday wedding took place at the home of the
yield
to home treatment, see your doctor.
Sunday morning at 10:30 the pastor
FLORIDA
long since learned that the road for Boston where he has a position ; groorri's sister,
will
preach
a
sermon
to
young
people
domination by the truck Is a detail with the Liberty Insurance Co.
Church school I meets at 11:45;
Miss Margaret Pelt who has been <
not to be trifled with, and to be yielded
Children's World Crusade at 3;
visiting
her
parents
the
past
three
every respect in room and rate of
Intermediate Christian Endeavor
speed. In the face of which, drivers weeks, returned yesterday to Jersey
at
5
and
Senior
Christian
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
City,
N.
J.
persist in attacking it from behind,
Endeavor
at 6.
The
sermon
An enjoyable view from our spaeious ground-Iloor porches,
The November meeting of General
with an ensuing tragic renunciation
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
50c TREGGETTS TAR
at 7:15 will be the second in a
Knox Chapter. D A.R., will be held
of life and limb.
COMPOUND,
39c
series
on
the
Cross,
Communion
will
Monday at 3 at the home of the re- j
Jur.c to
S1.25 HOT WATER
be observed at the close of the
S1.25 LYDIA PINKIIAM'S
gent, Mrs. Hazel Anzalone. on Dunn;
LOOKING TO CHRISTMAS
October
Booklet
VEG.
COMPOUND,
98c
BOTTLE,
service.
Prayer
meeting
Tuesday
street. The program will Include a
on
ONE 50c ATOMIZER
evening at 7:30. Ladles Aid supper
With the supreme holiday of the paper on; "Better Films.” by Miss
Hotel
ER.
JOHN'S
MEDICINE,
Application
Both for 51.19
and election of officers Wednesday
49c and 98c
Maselynn
year only a biscult-toss away, atten Edith Lenfest. Dues will be payable j
Stamford
evening in the vestry.
tion already is turning to that espe at this meeting. Tea will be served,
C'lG.UtETTE
HUMIDOR
Del. Co.
• • • •
Corner Second Street
Abbots COD LIVER OIL
IL II. Mase
and FOUNTAIN PEN,
cial feature of it that has demonstra with Mrs. Lavinia Elliot and Miss
N. Y,
W'itE certified
in
"The
Third
A
In
Partnership,
”
Both for 29c
Manager
and First Avenue
tion in the gift. This newspaper j Lenfest as assisting hostesses,
Vitamin Count
will
be
the
pastor's
subject
at
the
office has been directing attention to ' Services at the Federated Church |
Moderate Rates
First Baptist Church Sunday morn
its superb line of stationery and cards. Sunday will be: Church School at
Dining
Room
Service Unsurpassed
ing. Communion will be held at close
co unique and beautiful in details as 945 a. m.; morning service at 11.
of
this
service.
Church
School
will
flu it perfectly to the exacting figure subject; "A Door of Hope.” Anthem:
PRtttRIPTlOH ORUtCliTi
meet at noon and Endeavorer's In
of the Christmas Present. If the "Teach Me, O Lord," by Adams. The
PHONE 178
spiration
Hour
at
6:15.
At
the
reader will pay the office the favor j Sacrament of the Lord's Supper will
ROCKLAND
people's evening service at 7:15 the
of a visit she (perhaps he) Will find j follow thc morning service. Evening
second sermon on "Christ and My
something of advantage.
j service at 7, at which Miss Rita Smith1

It’s fascinating—
It’s intriguing—

It’s educational—

It is a help to your mentality and is

GREAT FUN.

M'lOON SAUS and SlRVICt
V

GET IN THE CONTEST. YOU MAY WIN A PRIZE.

First

Two tickets to Strand Theatre each issue.

Second .Two tickets to Park Theatre each issue.

A new “McLOON-GRAMS” puzzle will be featured in this paper each issue
WATCH FOR IT!

SPECIAL
Dry Cleaning Bargains
Again Next Week
THE PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY

Not to be Sneezed at

ONE BILLION
DOLLARS

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel

1

Antiseptic Mouth Wash, Regularly 50c
Nose Drops, Regularly 50c

BOTH FOR

59c

HOTEL

GRALYNN

^CORNER DRUG STORE

Every-Other-Day

Sunshine 8ociety will meet Monday
at the Central Maine rooms.

Emeu bargains’
FOR THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER

Stafford Congdon
Mats., has entered the
Burpee Furniture Co.,
| family has removed to

of Taunton,
employ of thc
and with his
this city.

F s
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 ,23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30

IN ALL OUR

Henry B Bird ls convinced that the (
1 Ideal hunting ground lies around Ko. kadjo. A nice buck and a nice bear
11 he brought home by way of conviction.

WALL PAPERS

Thc W. E. Ingraham house owned i
by William Reed and Oeorge Reed,
has been sold to E. B. Hall of Warrenten. Olencove, through the Robert
| Collins Agency.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Bundles In Room Lots
from 75c up

NOVEMBER
8

M

T

w

T

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov 4—Shakespeare Society meet* I
with Mrs Angelic* Olover.
Nov. 4-5—Camden—Circus In Opera I
Houae. benefit Relief Association
Nov J—Oolden Anniversary of Pleas-,
ant Valley Orange.
_
„
Nov. S—Knox County Superior Court
convene*.
Nov. 6—Annual fair. Auxiliary Bona of
Union Veteran*

Tage three
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NORTHEND

-OUR SPECIALS FOR NEXT WEEK-

MEN’S SUITS
Cleansed and Pressed

Wilbur S. Cross, Kenneth. Spear. |

ROCKLAND

SKIRTS, BLOUSES,
SWEATERS and
TROUSERS

Donald Farrand and Clifford Cross
have gone to Nicatous Lake on their
annual punting tour. Object, some i
deer and at least one large, black
bear.
•

C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE
6€2 MAIN STREET

“HELLO, EVERYONE,
99
FORD CLEANERS AGAIN

I

NOT WHITE

19c

I

Allard Pierce. Maurice Racklilf and
I Charles "Bud" Watts, all of South!
LIMEROCK STREET
Thomaston, enjoyed a three days' ‘
AMERICAN LEGION
Miss Marguerite Salmond who' hunting trip in the big woods last
Dr. O. R. Lawry returned Thurs
Nov 11—Armistice Day.
Nov 11—Football at Community Park. I day from a week's hunting in the has been Ul at her home In Winslow week. They visited Mrs. Lon Snow
BUILDING
Rockland High School va. Bar Harbor region of Camp Moose horn No luck. for several weeks resumes her posi Bunker at Mainstream. Me.
High School
Nov. 1J—Republican ward caucuses.
tion as teacher of French on the
Nov. 13—Camden—Joint Lions Club
Steamer North Haven enters upon
Forest Brazier together with his High School faculty Monday.
meeting at OOC Camp.
Nov. 14—Republican Mayoralty cau father, H. N. Brazier of Olencove
her regular winter schedule today,
cus.
Nov. IP—Annual meeting Chamber of and Capt. Curtis Weed of Camden,
Stated Communication of .Rock- leaving Tillson wharf daUy except
Commerce at Temple hall
have been hunting In.northern Maine land Lodge F. A A. M., Tuesday Sunday at 1 30 for all landings, leav
Nov 20—Annual Methodist fair
Henry H Payson sustained a badly
LAST NIGHT'S BOUTS '
Nov 22—Olencove—Penobscot View this week.
ing Swans Island on the return each sprained ankle Friday by a fall when
evening
Inspection,
with
work
ln
the
Orange Pair
Fellow Craft Degree. Refreshments morning except Sunday at 530.
a ladder gave way under him.
Regan and Grant In a Dead
Deer are now legal targets In Knox
Ruth Maynew Tent, meets for foUow.
Tune ln on WCSH tonight. 6.20 to
lock—Al Wilson's Hay-j
and Lincoln Counties, up to and In sewing Monday afternoon; 6 o'clock
With Ensign Otis as his counsel.
The managers of the Home for 7 00 and hear Rockland's own program
supper and the usual evening meet
cluding Nov. 30.
maker
Jcseph Dondls appeared before Justice
ing at which further plans for the Aged Women meet Wednesday at under the name of the Lime City
Harry
Manser
in
Portland
this
week
'
The large crowd of boxing fans at
2:30 at the home of Mrs. Frank W. Hour, sponsored by M B A: C O
Comrades of the Way will have a fair of Dec. 3 will be .formulated.
seeking an injunction to restrain a 1
the Rockland Athletic Club last night
Fuller. Since this is the first meet Perry and the D. & H. Coal Co. The
supper devotional meeting Sunday
Maine mortgage and equity company
was divided ln its opinion as to
evening, at the Congregational vestry.
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary ing since June, there are many im famous 13 Class band will provide
frem disposing of Its assets. The in
music.
whether Tommy Regan or Cecil
meeting for business at 7:30 Wednes portant matters to be discussed
junction was granted and Gilbert Har
Orant had the better of the main
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will meet day will be preceded by 6 o'clock which makes full attendance nec
Funeral services lor Jaseph F. Pray mon of this city has filed his bond as bout. One old-timer gave each boxer
Tuesday night. Supper at 6:15 will supper ln charge of Mrs. Ella Hyland. essary.
were held from Rusaell Funeral Home receiver.
two rounds and called the other two
be preceded by an afternoon card Mrs. Emma Dick, Mrs. Jessie Wall
Thursday, Rev. J. C. MacDonald offl- j
about even. So let lt go as a draw.
The Heirs Research and Recovery
party ln charge of Mrs. Flora Poet. and Mrs. Emma Carver. There will
elating.
Bearers were Raymond
If Thursday night's festivities are J Al Wilson, in the third consecutive
also be a beano party. The sewing Bureau. 316 Homer Laughlin Bldg ,
Smith. Frank Orbeton. Oeorge Oray
to serve as a guide Halloween night win of his comeback, very completely
The name of Mls-s Nathalie Jones circle will meet at 2 p. m . to work are looking for the heirs of one
and Stephen. Willis. Interment in
in Rockland seems destined to take its i knocked out Battling Strikefoot of
was omitted from the list of singers on a quilt.
Charles H. Watts who was bom ln
Achorn cemetery.
place with the night before the Fourth., Waterville in the third round. Good
Mhine about 1871 and anyone hav
ln the Wellington Smith Chorus who
attended the Eastern Maine Festival
information concerning his
Announcement, have b«n re- Many observers contented themselves fight, and Strikefoot was plenty
THURSTON IS WILLING
i ing
relatives should write to them at
of lhe opening of Hotel Ap. with the usual parties, but others tough, but Wilson put across one of
ln Bangot last week.
once
!
plegate
in St. Petersburg. Fla., for went abroad on mischief bent, ano those old time mule kicks, and the
A close friend of Mayor Le
The annual meeting date of the
I
the
season
1935-36. Oct. 15 to May some of the performances rather Indian heard the birdies sing.
forest A. Thurston yesterday
Walter Reynolds of Rockland and
Chamber of Commerce has been
Writing
from
Winter
Fark
with
m
manager „ Ralph B overstepped the bounds of propriety.
authorized The Courier-Gazette
Oold Coast Grenier of Fairfield were
tentatively set for Nov. 19 and the
subscription
to
this
paper,
Mrs.
D
WUson
whose
management
0
,
white
.
Lots
of
window
advertising
was
done.
|
to say that thr latter will accept
place. Temple Hall. The service
E. Crockett says: ‘We are still en- hajj Inn
camden has won pim an and needless to say it was not the going into the third round with hon
renomination if il is tendered
ors nearly even in a roughhouse
clubs will be invited and following
joying summer weather In Florida. envlaWe reputatlon.
work of the merchants.
him by his party. He is not
scrap, when Grenier sank a solar
the dinner a speaker of national
Many visitors have already arrived (
_____
seeking thr honor, thr friend
plexus and the Pine Tree got chopped
understanding along business lines
I and more are coming every day. It is
Completion by the first of December
An earthquake shock which visited for the count.
said, but is silling to yield to the
will be presented.
pleasant to have our northern friends i u the latest word In regard to the new 17 States and four Canadian Provinces
desire of thr majority.
"Cracker" Favreau of Rockland had
return. Many Maine people come to j Postofflce annex and mailing vestibule.
was experienced in this city at 1 ' the better of Babe Quiriion otr Wins
Chickawaukie Cnapter. Delphian
this part of the state.
and that, come to think of it, is only o'clock yesterday morning, but many !
Society, met Thursday afternoon
low for thc four rounds, as did Alton
Attending the inspection of T.Y I
a month away. In the annex the blase citizens, wearied with apple bob
with Miss Caroline Jameson as lepd- Hyde Camp Sons of Union Veteran ■ I A most Interesting contest starts
Wooster of Rockland over Cyclone
plastering is nearly completed, and bing or some other form of excite
er< the general topic being “Thc
Clukey of Waterville. Wooster's first
with
this
issue
of
The
Courier-Oazette
ln Bath Monday evening were Col. I.
the floors remains to be laid, and thts ment, failed to notice lt. So far as
Gregorian Liturgy.” Other topics
Leslie Cross, department commander ; sponsored by McLoon Sales & Service, ls about the condition ln the vesti
can be learned no damage was done
were Oregorian Music, Medieval
and Kenneth Moran of Rockland; The explanatory advertisement on bule. Incoming mail Is to be hasdRd
hereabouts except to the nerves of
Music, Historical Sources. Hucbald’s Mrs. LUllan Lincoln. Mr. and Mrs j page two explains the Intriguing deln the main building and the letter those who were suddenly awakened to
Organum. Guido's Solmlzation. and
Harold Falrbrother, Dr. Howard
tails of the scrambled words contest. carriers are to have their desks there
And their homes wobbling dizzily.
Medieval Musical Notation.
Page, of Camden, and Mrs
Laura Two tickets to Strand Theatre will oe —The city has taken the contract to
They tell the story of a Main street
Flye of Thomaston
given away each issue untU further ! handie the snow on the Postofflce
Attractions at Strand Theatre next
plumber who dreamed that two white
notice, the answers to be presented wauu
andapproaches—Theodore
week are: Sunday. Monday, Tuesday,
elephants were parading about his
The, manager of the Veterans' Ad at the McLoon Sales * Service office
Perry, carrier, ls having his annual bedroom while the quake was m
"Broadway Melody" with Jack Benny
ministration Facility at Togus. has an 21 Limerock street.
vacation, and Almon Bird, crarier. is progress.
and Eleanor Powell; Wednesday and nounced that the time for enrolling j
back on his job after ten days' sick
Thursday. “Hands Across the Table.”
veterans ln the Veterans' Contingen;
Auxiliary to Anoerson Camp,
leave.—WUbur S. Cross is having six
with Carole Lombard and Fred Macof the Civilian Conservation Corps wijj j.ojd
annua] fan fajr WednesA winter lecture schedule which al
Murray; Friday and Saturday. "Ren veterans interests! ln being enroUed | day the doors openlng at 2. Mrs days' vacation—Rural Carrier Rackready numbers several engagements
lifl has gone to Jackman, where he
dezvous." with William PoweU.
has been extended to Nov. 15. Al: Elizabeth Barton ls general chalrwill hunt big game during ten days will be begun by F. A. Winslow of
The Courier-Gazette staff next Fn- j
in
the
Civilian
Conservation
Corps
man.
and
wUl
be
assisted
by
Mrs
“Goose" Arey. one of Vinalhaven’*
leave.
day when he delivers his new lecture, I
most popular sportsmen, was in the should forward their applications im- yelma Marsh, cooked food and
mediately
to
the
Veterans'
Admini'
candy;
Mrs.
Nellie
Achom,
aprons;
“Green Ink Tales," before the Rock
REPUBLICAN
CAUCUSES
city yesterday on his way to Bruns
MAYORALTY CAUCUS
Mrs. May Cross, fancy work; Mrs.
The Republicans of Rockland are land Rotary Club. Nov. 12 he speaks
wick where he is so fortunate as to have stratlon. Togus.
notified to meet tn Caucus before Camden Commandery, K. T., 1
-------Mae Reed, beano; Mrs. Bessie hereby
a seat on the 50-yard line at the
at Knox County Court Houae. Union
Albert Shear of Rockland was arvegetables and grabs; Mrs. Street Thursday, November 14 1935 at in December before the Baptist Ladies’
great Bates-Bowdoin game this after
QUALITY
30 o'clock p tn. for tha purpose of
ralgned before U. S Commissioner Anne Alden, supper. The usual 7nominating
a candidate for Mayor and Circle in Thomaston, In January be
noon. Yesterday he improved his
to
transact
such
other
business
as
may
Gould In Portland Thursday on a evening business meeting will follow
fore the Woman's Club of Waldoboro
and
legally come before said Caucus
waiting time by seeing the Rockland
charge of being a retail dealer without supper.
WARD CAUCUSES
and at an early date before the Rock-;
and Gardiner High School teams in having paid the required government
The Republicans of Rockland arc
SERVICE
hereby notified to meet In Caucus ln land Lions Club. During the past two
action.
tax. He was held under bail of $5Cfl
^ys and,Girls dub of Tillson their several ward rooms.
seasons Mr. Winslow has delivered his
Tuesday. Nov. 12, 1935
for the December term of the United! avenue had a jolly Halloween party
at
At 7 30 o'clock p m. for the purpose first three lectures—"Flirting With
Ladies sell your handiwork, write
nominating In each ward a full ticket
States District Court. Rabbi Shear i Thursday evening at the club room. of
Fame.
”
"Sixteen
Years
Afterward''
of
ward
officers,
to
elect
for
each
ward
Golden Rule Gift Shop snd Wom
REASONABLE
was arrested by Alcohol Tax Unit in- with more than 75 attending. There » member of the city committee for the and “Knights of the Road" In various
an's Exchange. 102 Park street. Attle
ensuing year; and to transact such other
vestlgators Tuesday as a result of the were all sorts of games and stunts In business as may legally come before said towns of Knox. Lincoln. Waldo, Pe
boro. Mass Reliable.
132-S-138
PRICES
Per Order.
nobscot and Cumberland Counties, |
seizure of three cases of liquor at his keeping with season. An enthusi caucuses. Republican
City Committee
_____________
b
CARL
O
NELSON
Chairman
astic attendant was John MouradlRummage sale at Congregational home.
FRANCIS D ORNE. Secretary- speaking a total of 54 times.
The sports editor of the Belfast en, who has moved to another part
Dated at Rockland Oct 30. 1935
vestry, Friday, Nov. 8. Doors open at
Journal has this to say about the foot of the city and become active In scout
*
INC.
9 a. m.—adv.
132-134
UNION
ball game which is to close the season work. He brought the boys and girls
Distinctive Memorials in
Granite and Marble
ln that city: “The last game of thc a vital message. The gay decorations
The Stanley C. Boynton Oo. plane
Education week and visiting days Thomaston, Me. East Union, Me.
season will be played in Belfast Nov J were arranged by the club members.
will resume service to the islands
Phone 114-3
Phone 13-31
will be observed in the schools Nov.
9 against Rockland. It should turn' and girls from the club served the
132Stf
today on winter schedule, leaving
12-16 inclusive. Parents will be espe
out to be a real set-to as it will be the abundance of refreshments.
Rockland at 7.30 and 3.30. For reser
cially welcome.
last chance for the locals to make
vations call 450.—adv.
The Veterans of Foreign Wars
amends for their loss to Rockland two
Committees for the fair, supper,
holds a dinner meeting, with a ball,
Special—Have your car washed, weeks ago by a score of 13 to 7. Cros ln Portland tonight at the Falmouth:
dance and entertainment at Seven
day cr night, all through November, by has lost the services of Linwood Hotel, to greet James E. Van Zandt,,
Tree Grange. Nov. 20. are: Mrs. Ida
Goss, general chairman; candy, Mrs. J
79 cents. Power washer used. Fire Orchard for some time. He received a National commander, and Mrs. Wini
As a suitable background for
fractured thumb in a recent game."
proof Garage.
131-136
Ariel Danforth, Mrs. Bernice Carroll; I
fred Toussaint of Jersey City, quiet, dignified and reverent serv
AND
popcorn, Mrs. Ada Merriam; aprons,'
National
auxiliary
president.
In
the
Among those attending Past Ma
Your old battery ls worth some
ice, the Russell Funeral Home is
Mrs.
Nancy
Ayer
and
Mrs.
May
thing to us “Start” right with the trons and Patrons Night at Camden line of the grand march at 9:30 in all that one may desire. Use of the
Jones; grabs, Mrs. Lillian Messer;
cold weather. Buy a new Delco bat Wednesday night were Mrs. Millie addition to Commander Van Zandt
Established 1840
Home is available at all times, and
quilt. Mrs. Louie Carroll and Mrs
and
Mrs.
Toussaint,
will
be
Gov.
and
Thomas.
Mrs.
Belle
Frost,
Mrs.
tery today Nothing down, budget
Licensed Embalmers and
Della Morton; guess cake, Mrs. Sadie
Ls
but
one
of
the
many
facilities
Mrs.
Louis
J.
Brann.
and
Representa

plan if preferred. McLoon Sales & Carolyn Stewart, Mrs. Frances Morse,
Attendants
Cunningham; mystery. Mrs. Margaret '
Mrs. Bertha Borgerson. Mr. and Mrs. tive and Mrs. E. Carl Moran Jr., Gov. that help to maintain a high stand
Service, Llmerock St., Rockland.
John O. Stevens,
Alden Ulmer
Gleason;
supper,
Mrs.
Lizzie
Hawes,
I
R. U. Clark, Mr. and ^Jrs. Oeorge Brann and Mr. Moran being honor ard of service.
129-133
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews
Mrs. Bessie Carroll. Mrs. Bertha Me
Gay, Mrs. Ethel Gonia. Mrs. Florence ary members of the VF.W. In the
Day or Night Telephone
servey and Mrs. ithel Danforth; en
Philbrook, Mrs. Phrosie Howard, Mrs. committee for the occasion appear
tertainment, Mrs. Aubyne Hawes and
HEIRS WANTED
Evelyn Orcutt. Mrs. Maude Blodgett,! Oliver R. Hamlin, Junior department
450
Mrs. Inez Cameron; dance, John
Representatives In all largv cities
Charles H. Watts, deceased, bom about Mrs. Hattie Davies, Mrs. Helen commander and chief of staff, on the
Cunningham and Wilson Merriam.
in the United States and Canada
1867, Maine. Write Heirs Research & Chaoman. Mrs. Maltle Spalding. Mrs. general committee; Austin Brewer,
TEL. 662
The proceeds will be used to defray
Recovery Bureau. 316 Homer Laugh Blanche Morton, and Mr. and Mrs. mem'jer of the V-F.W. council, on
AMBULANCE
lin Building, Los Angeles, California.
9 CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLAND
the expense of redecorating the lodge
Milton M. Griffin, all from Golden the ticket committee. Several rep
132*134
Service is instantly available.
132-tt
rooms, stage and anterooms.
resentatives of the local post and
Rod Chapter O.E.S.
Experienced attendant* on duty.
Auxiliary are in attendance.
Day and Night Telephone
BORN
Anderson Auxiliary, Sons of Union
BEAN—At South Warren. Oct 30. to
water PIPES
Give your car a break! Combina
Veterans, will hold its fair Wednesday,
450
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Bean, a daughter. I
REPAIRED & RELAID
Nov. 6, afternoon and evening —adv. tion thorough wash and grease $1.75.
381 MALI ST. BOCKLAND. ME.
All through November.
McLoon Inside and out, digging includ
ao-»f
MARRIED
132-133
Sales & Service.—adv.
T&Thtf
HARDING-MILLERr-At. Portland. Oct
ed. Pipes wired out. Sewers dug.
26. James Harding of Portland, and
laid out and cleaned when plugged.
Miss Rebecca Miller of Tenants Harbor.
Men! Women! There are big
Cesspools dug and rocked, and sep
1855
bargains for everyone during the
1935
tic tanka Shallow cellars dug deep
Rexall Original One Cent Sale. Two
er. Floors remented and walls re
CARD OF THANKS
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
paired. Cellars whitewashed. Lawn
for the price of one plus only one
We wish to thank relatives and friends
work, etc.
for thoughtful kindness shown us dur
Waldoboro, Me.
cent; 250 bargains to choose from
ing our sad bereavement, also for the
122Stf
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.. Nov. 6-9 at
S. E. Eaton
fldVal tributes.
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Mrs. Margaret Oray. Mrs. Maud Smith.
TEL. 1187-R
ROCKLAND. ME.
Artistic
Memorials
in
Stone
the Rexall Store, 444 Main St., G. W.
Mrs. Fannie Orbeton. Mrs. Elrva Willis
124tf
icks ough rop
ISS’lt
and Mrs. Mina King.
*
Sheldon, prop.—adv.
132-133
I

LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND,

MAINE
132*lt

appearance in the ring and he has the j people can easily be seen by watching
the theatre on these Bank Nights,
appearance of being a find.
also Sunday nights and I believe that
WORD FOR THEATRES
It is the duty of our City Government
to make no changes in the city ordi
From Reader Who Believes Public nances until th»y are convinced that
Wants Sunday Movies and Bank they are making the move tn favor of
Nights
the majority of the people rather than
a few narrow minded citizens who
Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
never attend these shows and are not
After reading the article in Thurs satisfied to attend their churches and
day's paper in regard to the petition allow others who do not wish to at
that Is to be brought before the City tend church but attend the pictures
Government in regard to closing thc to enjoy liberty and freedom.
theatre Sunday nights and ln regard 1 I will state that lf the managers of
to gambling (which doubtless refers the theatres were to get a petition
to Bank Nights at the theatre). I, as ready and place it at the box office
a citizen of Rockland would like to j of their theatre to be signed by tho.se
advise that the greatey part of the j who wished it would be more than ten
people want the pictures Sunday times the size of the one that ls to be
nights and are interested in the Bank presented Monday night.
Liberty.
Night I believe that the wishes of the

Does your
motor overheat?
Does your
radiator leak?
Is your cooling

system in u safe,
1

J

reliable

4

Memorials
by Dornan

condition?

AKEFULLY consider the

above questions and then sec
us.

Vic have the trained men

and special equipment needed

to perform expert work on
all types of radiators. If your
radiatob needs attention, let

us service it for you.

Our

FREE "Flow Test" will show
Guaranteed Repairs

the eitoct condition of the
water passages.

-UNITeo*

And our

"Flush Out,” "Boil Out” and
other operations will put the

W. E. Dornan & Son,

1* NATHMAl OKANIUTION f
HARRlSdN

---lLi.it All-

entire cooling system in liewcar condition.

■aa-TI

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service

Funeral Parlors

Russell Funeral Home

USED
CARS

Bought and Sold
MILLER’S GARAGE

V

C

D

M'LOON SALES & SERVICE
21 LIMEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 730

BAKED BEANS AND COLE SLAW
Today at The PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT
25 CENTS

Telephone 1380—Will Reserve Yours
BUSINESS FOLKS’ SPECIAL
A Delicious Special Supper Tonight

25 CENTS
69Stf

HOLC
HERE OPPORTUNITY LEADS CAREFULLY
Here is the opportunity to get the help you need for several things.

HELP to secure a home on easy terms.
HELP to renovate the home you now own.
HELP to pay off thc mortgage that has stood so long without reduc
tion and to replace it with one under our form, by which it is con
stantly reduced by easy monthly payments.
HELP to start a savings account, increasing each month and added
to by dividends, at a satisfactory rate, and compcundcd semi
annually.
This is worth looking into.

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASS’N.
18 SCHOOL STREET.
ROCKLAND, ME.
CAMDEN AGENCY AT ALLEN S INSURANCE OFFICE
132Stf

j STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY |

EAST WALDOBORO

CAMDEN

CAMDEN BOWLERS

Charles Deering of Newton Center,
Mass., has been guest of H. B. Bovey
for two weeks.
Roland Oenthner and Osgood Eugley of the village were callers Sunday
at L. I. Mank's home.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Flanders and Miss
Marian Flanders visited Sunday Mr.
and Mrs. Leland Orff tn North Wal■ doboro.
Ivan Scott went Monday to Fort
Fairfield. He was accompanied by
William Day who had been visiting his
aunt. Mrs Scott, several days.
Mr and Mrs. P. R Bowley of War
ren and Mr. and Mrs. C. F Jackson
of South Waldoboro were at the C.
Bowers home Sunday on a visit.
Miss Dorothy Muir attended the
Teachers' convention in Bangor.
Mrs. Leavitt Mank was guest Sun
day of her aunt. Mrs. Emma Brown,
in South Waldoboro.
June Knight and Robert Taylor in "Broadway Melody of 1936”
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Prior and fam
ily of Round Pond were recent visitors
Lillian (June Knighti the rich j popular Una Merkel; June Knight,
at the home of the latter's sister. Mrs.
dancing star, makes love to the young stage and screen favorite; Nick Long.'
Albert Mank.
Broadway producer, Bob Oordon Jr., world-famous acrobatic dancer;
Mr and Mrs M T Mank and son
(Robert Taylor) as she tries to force Vilma and Buddy Ebsen, Broadway
Kenneth of Farmingdale have been
him to make her the star of his must- stage favorites; Robert Wildhack, the
cal show The scene is from the "snore specialist." who created a sen- | guests of Mr Manks parents, Mr and
musical. "Broadway Melody.”
> sation on the stage and repeated his J Mrs. L. L. Mank.
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Pratt of the
The radio and the screen were success on radio; Prances Langford, ,
village visited Mr and Mrs H B
scoured in the search for talent to radio's songbird; Harry Stockwell.
make the new musical extravaganza. Ne* York singer famous on both | Bove>' recenUy an_d in company with
stage and on the air. and Sid Silvers. them motored to Rockland
"Broadway Melody of 1936."
Mrs. John A Rines Is convalescing
Headed by Jack Benny, number one "king of the stooges "
from
her recent illness.
Tlie
numbers
include
"Broadway
hero of the air waves, the cast of not
Mrs Hanscom who has been with
ed entertainers Includes: Eleanor Rhythm." "You Are My Lucky Star."
Powell the "world's greatest feminine 1 "Sing Before Breakfast." "I've Got a Miss Ellie Mank for a visit, has re
tap dancer;” Robert Taylor. Holly- Peelin' You're Poolin’.’ and “On a turned with her 6on lo Rockland.
Miss Una Clark. R N. of Augusta,
wood's most rapidly rising luminary; Sunday Afternoon.”—adv.
recently visited Mrs N. S Reever
Miss Clark, Mrs. Reever and Miss Myr
NORTH HAVEN
VINALHAVEN
tle Reever, R. N. motored Friday to
Mr and Mrs Maland Ames who
Now Is the time to safeguard Bangor.
have been visiting Mr and Mrs Ber- against fires by checking stoves and J Mrs. Alton Marik and son Query
extreme cold were Rockland visitors last Saturday.
ton Lawry returned Wednesday to chimneys before
William Heath has employment
weather. In an island house, gas
Oreenland. N H.
escaping Into a room was found to cutting Christmas trees in Skowhegan.
A quilting party was held recently
Mr. and Mrs. IA. C. Mank were
come from a chimney thimble behind
at the home of Mrs Herman Hol
the wall paper which had dropped visitors Monday at the home of Miss
brook
Those present were Mrs
down. Unless this had been discov- Ellie Mank
Berton Lawry. ’Mrs. Nathan Arey.
ered and remedied, a defective flue
Mrs 8tevenson and two children
Mrs Maland Ames. Mrs Henry New
might have resulted in fire
and
Miss Davis were at Leland Boggs
bert, Mrs Woodbury Dean and Miss
The Scouts under the leadership home Monday on a visit.
Viola Oonary of Rcckland. Dinner
of Mr. Lawrence held their meeting
Mrs. Edward Coombs attended the
was served by the hostess.
Thursday night in Library hall.
Teachers' Convention in Bangor. Mr.
Rev N. F Atwood, pastor of Union
Islanders welcome the resumption Coombs accompanying her to that
Church, will Uke his text 8'indav Qf pIane
Saturday. The plane city.
morning from Luke 10-37. “Go and 1<?aves Rockland at 7:30 and 3:30.
do Thou Likewise' and for evening i jjj Kirkpatrick met with the band
from Matt 22-14 Many are called Monday fQr rehearsal
Fred N. Mank
but few are chosen. There will be
gtmpson is building a logFred N Mank. 66. who died Oct. 10
special selections by the choir, with cabln cottage for Mrs. A. B. Aycrigg at the Fairfield Sanitarium, was the
Mrs Elliott Hall at the organ.
( at
shore of her esUte on the son of the late Emerson and Jane
Housekeepers at Union Church' eastern end of the island Russell Mank.
He is survived by one son Albert C.
Circle, Thursday were: Mrs. Austin 1 Crabtree and Raymond Stone are
Calderwood. Mrs. William Benner, j assisting in the work.
Mank; a grandson Albert; a daughter,
Edward Beverage and Elston Mrs. Irene Bickford of Waterville; a
Mrs. Benjamin Patrick and Mrs Re
Beverage are on a hunting trip in brother. Isaac Mank of Warren; and
becca Arey.
two sisters. Mrs. Cora Moores and
Marguerite Chapter OFS meets the Rangeley region.
The pupils in Mr. Lawrence's room I Mrs. Alice Russell of Rockland,
Mopday night.

At her home on Pleasant street
Mrs. Prank Mullen entertained Tues
day night In honor of Mrs. Annie
Richards of Stonington Mrs. Eliza
Swears. Mrs. Charles Chilles. Mrs.
William Benner and Mrs. Rebecca
Arey were guests.

Guests Monday night of Mr and
Mrs. R. A. Calderwood were Mr. and
Mrs. Freeman L. Roberts. Mr. and!
Mrs. Eugene M Hall and Capt. Lester |
Kent. Lunch was served and cards
featured the entertainment.

Mrs. James O Quinn of Eagle
I
visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs
Sigvard Beckman, this week. «

Leon Hopkins has returned to Bos
ton.
Mrs. O. V. Drew entertained the
Bridge Eight Tuesday at CampOrewDrop.

David Duncan and Alfred Lawry
attended the Masonic school of In
struction at Waldoboro.
A Halloween dance was held Thurs
day night at the Rainbow.
Mrs. Herman Crockett, who has
been guest of her aunt Mrs. Henry
Newbert the past week, returned Fri
day to North Haven.
The Girl Scouts held a Halloween
party at Union Church vestry Thurs
day night featuring stunts and games
Refreshments were served. On the
decorating committee was Corinne
Greenleaf; refreshments, Avis Web
ster; social, Pauline Smith.
The Merry 12 met at Ledge Lodge
Wednesday with Mrs. E. A. Smalley
aiM Mrs. Joseph Kittredge as
hostesses.
Prizes were given all
guests.
Union Church choir rehearsed
Thursday night at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Ambrose Peterson. A social
and Halloween party was staged with
unusual decorations, stunts and
games Lunch was served and a
|
shower of gifts by members of the|
choir was sent to Mrs. James O
Quinn (Edith Beckmani a former
member of the choir, in honor of her
recent marriage to James O Quinn
of Eagle.
Dr. Avrack was called Wednesday
to New York by illness of his brother.
The Stanley C. Boynton Co. plane
will resume service to the islands
today on winter schedule, leaving
Rockland at 730 and 330.—adv.

Dr. C. E. Thurlow will be at Dr.
Stratton’s Vinalhaven office from the
arrival of the boat Monday, Nov. 4,
until its departure Wednesday morn
ing—adv.

Every-Other-Day
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held a Halloween party Wednesday
night In Library hall.
j
. Miss Blanche Cushing went Mon- j

day to Rockland. With Mrs. Amy
Ladd she drove through to Sarasota
Fla. for a winter's sojourn in that
State.
Church Notes
Worship Sunday at 11 o'clock with I
sermon by the pastor, singing by the !
Young Ladies' Choir. At the close.
the Lord's Supper will be observed
Sunday School meets at 10 o'clock.
Eighty-three were present last Sunday with an average-for the month
of 91. The Ladies Class will be
taught Sunday by Mrs. Herman W. j
Crockett, the men's class by the 1
pastor. At 7*30 young people will
assist in the service. The subject ‘
will be “Kagawa" the first ln a
series upon great Christians and
religious leaders In modem times.
Elsie Gillis and Miriam Gillis will
sing. The musical selections last
Sunday night by Foster Morrison
and Stanley Quinn were greatly en
joyed.
The Stanley C. Boynton Co. plane
will resume service to the islands
today on winter schedule, leaving
Rockland at 7.30 and 320.—adv.

SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs. Herman Carr entertained last
Thursday night at two tables of
bridge at her Rockland home, first
prize going to Mrs. Edgar Newhall
and consolation to Mrs. W. W. God
frey. Lunch was served.
Mrs. Annie Snow and chauffeur,
Mr. Pusheard of Richmond, were
dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles E. Carr.
Carl Godfrey is spending a few
days with his parents after a five
weeks trip to Houston, Texas.
Mrs. John Kelley and two sons
are visiting In Jonesport where Mr.
Kelley is stationed with the Coast
Guard telephone crew.
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Gilbert,
Mrs. Estelle G. Perry and Mrs.
Callie A. Slick were guests at supper
last Thursday of Mrs. Thomas Maker
and Mrs. Philip Ware at Rockledge
Inn. Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert closed
their summer cottage, Look-out
Lodge last Friday and on Sunday
Mrs. Perry and Mrs. Slick made pre
parations for leaving the Friendly
Home for the winter.
Ted Elwell was host Tuesday even
ing to several youffg friends at his
home ln honor of Miss Phyllis Morse
and Nelson Morse of Biddeford Pool.
Music was enjoyed, games played and
refreshment? served.

Recent games ln the Camden
Y. M C. A. bowling leagues resulted
thus:
Braves 4, IJons 0
Braves—McCobb. 288. Williams 289,
Stevenson 301. Boynton 312. Dummy
22S. total 1415.
Lions—Bryant 253 Mitchell 257.
Dave Crockett 360. Crockett Jr. 239,
Dummy 225. totals 1234
Y. M. C. A. >. All-Stars 1
Y M C A—Merchant 263. D. J.
Dickens 250 Maynard 269 Oross 267.
Anco 269. total 1318.
All Stars—Prescott 244. Leach 239,
Joe Talbot 268. Hobbs 277, John Tal
bot 236. total 1264
Violets 3. Dandy Honx 0
Dandyllons—Kay Rollins 126. Eve
lyn Hale. 98 Evelyn Ooodwin 122.
Anna Pish 110. Dot Lanktcn 134, to
tals 590
Violets—Grace Gunning 152, Lucy
Ball 117. Dot Sylvester 132. Mabie
Richards 123, Mabie Burrage 107, to
tal 631
Buttercups 2. Lilies 1
Btltttercups—Lucy Stevenson 123,
Alice Thorndike 108. Adele Maynard
115, Dot Wentworth 143. Orace Eddy
90. Pearl Nash 141. total 720.
Lilies—Mae McKinnon 117, Olive
Weaver 135. Loena Lenfest 121. Dora
Packard 124. Elizabeth Talbot 98.
Lucy Dickens 110. total 706.
Daisies 3, Snapdragons 0
Snapdragons—Winona Talbot 114.
Ruth Moody 94. P.orice Pitcher 111,
Martina Elsmore 134. Olive Young 81
totals 534
Daisies—Lillian Oray 118 Dot Ware
143. Mildred Robinson 133. Feme Pet
tapiece 148. Doris Bryant 115, totals
657
In the National League top honors
go this week to Wheeler who has an
average of 90 4 percent, the runnerup being Leonard. The figures:
Av.
PP
Wheeler
1084
904
539
Leonard
803
m
Richardson
89 4
A F Sherman
87 6
788
R Belyea
84 4
1012
R McCobb ..................... 748
832
Galanti
... ................. 744
826
Pelletier
968
824
Bennett ........................ 492
S’.
J. H Nash .................... 983
81.11
Martz
........................... 480
812
79 6
Kelly ............................. 964
792
Blood ............................. 477
Cookson ....................... 710
788
O. Wadsworth .
785
941
Laite .............................. 234
78
E Herrick *................. 221
77.
Eaton
918
7*6
76 1
Cha ter ........................... 229
T Dickens .
891
742
Kennedy
.
446
742
72 11
Dailey
875
E Belyea ..................... 641
71.2
A French
563
703
Rev. A. O Davis of the Methodist
702
Church officiated at the services held J. Chapin ....................... 422
838
60 10
at the home. Interment was in Boper
Luce ............................... 207
69
Goshen cemetery. Bearers were L. L.
205
68 1
Mank. C. C. Bowers, Austin Wiley and
L. Crockett .................... 203
672
Leland Boggs.
704
58 8
W Packard
____________
J. French ..................... 234
582

PORT CLYDE
Miss Anne Shrader of Beverly,
Mass., has been guest of her aunt,
Mrs. Addie Kelso. *
Mrs. Alice T Trussell visited Mon
day in Portland.
Mrs. Minnie Wilson and Miss Har
riet Wilson of Thomaston were call
ers Monday on relatives ln town.
Misses Ella Maloney and Lenata
Marshall are making their winter
home in Belfast.
Mrs. Byron Boyles of Cambridge
Mass., spent the past week with her
mother, Mrs. Mary Jones.
Rev. Charles Marstella. pastor of
the Baptist Church, has resumed his
duties after a three week vacation.
Miss Enid Maloney, a student at
the School of Commerce ln Bangor,
passed , last weekend with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Maloney.
Rev. John . Holman and family
have returned from a visit In
Crousevllle.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Thorndike
and Mr. and Mrs. Ross Howes and
daughter Cynthia of Camden were
callers Sunday at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Simmons.
Mrs. Henry Larkin has moved to
Martinsville.
Miss Virginia Thompson is in Bos
ton.
Mrs. Alice Gale has returned to
Palmer. Mass., after a visit with Mrs.
Alice T. Trussell.
‘
Charles Brown and daughters
Lillian, Helena and Lucy, who have
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses
Davis, returned Sunday to South
Portland. Mrs. Brown and son
Walter remained with her parents
another week.

FIRST CLASS

TRUCKING SERVICE
AM) FURNITURE MOVERS
FOSTER’S TRANSFER

W. R. FOSTER, Prop.
Tel. Thomaston 139-1 Rev. Chg.

F. Merchant ................
Lftrqen .........................
A. Anderson ..................
A. Mitchell ................
H. Foster..............
Burrill .........................
M. Milliken ..................
M. Beverage ................
J. Cote .........................
John Talbot ................
R Whittier ..................
J. H. Montgomery ......

Av.
100 3
98
96 1

1

95.4
95.3
95 1
94 5
94.1

1

93 8
93.5
92J 1
916 ,
91.4
91.1
91.1
90 8
90 7
905
90.3
90.2
89 2
886
88 4
884
881
87 4
867
86 7
86 7
86.4
86.
86

1021

R5 11

1028
514
513
257
509
757
253
756
669
1001
250
249

85.8
85.4
853
852
84.5
84.1
84.1
84.
833
83.5
83.1
83.

VINALHAVEN ti ROCKLAND 8TB T Co.
Service to Vinalhaven, North Haven,
Stonington, Isle au Haut, Swan's
Island and Frenrhbnro
Effective Oct. I, 1935
Winter Service 1835-1936
Dally Except Sunday
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
Eastern Standard Time
Read Down
Read Up
A. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island,
Ar. 600
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 330
(.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
(.30 Ar.

Rockland,

Lv.

1.30
120-tf

WANTED

j

H*****-w*****»**(,
TO LET
•
9****»*»*»***««9

The figures:

PF.
1203
294
280
1144
858
856
851
283
845
1121
554
1098
823
820
911
818
817
815
813
812
269
798
1060
796
793
1048
781
1039
781
778
774
344

;

FOR SALE

• • • •

Stevenson ....................
Freeman
...................
R C Williams
G. Boynton ..................
Grover .......................
Wellman ....................
Calderwood ................
Ken Herrick..............
N Magee
E Gross .I—------- ---Hobbs
Maynard .....................
P. Magee
W Richards ................
C McCobb ....................
J. Williams ..................
Jarvis .........................
H. Talbot ......................
W. Whittier..................
E. Dodge ......................
A. Arlco -----------------H. Anderson ................
Dwinal ........................
Joe Talbot ....................
E. Bracy ____________
D. Crockett ..................
O. Conant ....................
Packard ......................
Gardner .....................
Dyer .............................
Cucmotta ....................
P. Milliken ..................

In Everybody’s Column

STATE OF MAINE
Advertlsementa ln thia eolumn not to
Miss I Forchhelmer Is returning To all persona interested In either of axceed three lines Inserted once for U
cents,
three times for 50 cents. Addi
the
estate*
hereinafter
named
to Cincinnati, the llrst of the week
At a Probate Court held at Rockland. tional lines five cents each for one time.
MIDDLE aged housekeeper wanted for
after spending the summer at the Id and for the County of Knox, on the 10 centa for three times. Six words
2 adults and one child ( yrs Write W.
15th day of October In the year of our make a line.
Alden residence on High street.
A
BREWSTER. 175 Rankin atreet for
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
appointment______________________ 131*133
and by adpournment from day
Miss Harriet L. Gill is guest for thirty-five
to day from the 15th day of Mid October
POSITION as house keeper wanted ln
two weeks of Dr. and Mrs. Ouy Blood the following matter* have been pre
small family, no children TEL. Lincoln
sented for the action thereupon here
ville.
12-21.
130*132
ln Rosllndale. Mass.
inafter indicated It la hereby Ordered
POSITION by young woman wanted as
gt***-w***»******fi
That
notice
thereof
be
given
to
ail
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Cornelia have persons Interested, by causing a copy
waitress, store clerk or house maid. Oood
References
ORACE
McCORMACK.
KITTEN lost Tuesday night In Tenants Harbor. Tel (002-11.
closed Uielr summer home on Bay of thia order to be published three
131*133
weeka successively In The Courler- Thomaston. Yellow body, white face and
View street and returned to New Oaaette a newspaper published at Rock 1 white feet. Reward. ISAAC N YOUNG
PO8ITION aa chef or order cook want
land In said County that they may ap Wadsworth St Thomaston.______ 131*133 ed Beat of references HORACE PajtRY,
York cityOrace 8t. City.
*tf
pear at a Probate Court to be held at
NOTICE Is hereby glv(n of the loss of
said
Rockland un the 19th day of deposit
UNITED STATES Stamps, old. current,
Mrs Evle Heal leaves today for November
numbered 142#. 148# 1023.
A. D. 1(35. at nine o'clock In (12 and books
Buying List 8c. FLOR
the owners of said books ask for envelopes, etc
Dorchester, Mass, where she will the forenoon, and be heard thereon if duplicates
In accordance with the pro ENCE ROCH 1222N (. Reading. Pa
they see cause
130*132
visions
of
the
State
Law
8ECURITY
spend the winter.
FRED M MANK. late of Warren, de TRUST CO Union Branch. By ENSIGN
OTIS.
Receiver
12t-S-13S
Mrs M B Long will entertain the ceased Will and Petition for Probate
thereof, asking that the tame mav be
Monday Club next week at her home proved and allowed and that Letters
I
Testamentary
Issue to Albert C Mank,
on High street.
Legal Notice
*
of Round Pond, he being the Executor
I
The next beano game for the named ln said Wtll. without bond.
(
STATE
or
MAINE
WILLIAM H LARRABEE late of Rock Knox S6
benefit of the Knox Temple. Pythian land.
deceased
Will and Petition for
PARKER Oun D.H I. grade, also
To the Honorable Justice of the
Sisters, will be held Thursday night, Probate thereof, asking that the same Superior
Court next to be held at Rock Winchester 30-08; Marble Oame Oetter.
may be proved and allowed and that
AU A-l condition. H W HALL. 76 Park
at the home of Mrs. Callie Thomp Letters Testamentary Issue to Walter land in and for the County of Knox on St
____________________________ • 129*137
C Larrabee, of Rorkland. he being the the second Tuesday of February. A. D.
son, Washington street.
BOY'S Overcoat mewi size 14 yrs.
Executor named in said WUl. without 1(M.
Lena A. Sargent of Rockland. County color gray. 120 LIMEROCK ST City
Mrs Zelma Dwinal was hostess to bond
of Knox and State of Maine respect
132*tf
OCENA
M
BOYNTON,
late
of
Vinal

fully
represents .and gives this Honor
Friday' Club this week.
OOOD range (10 Klnao C. with tank,
haven. deceased Will and Petition for able Court to be Informed that she waa
like
new(35
Parlor
8toves
C
E
OROTThe Congregational Good Cheer Probate thereof, asking that the same lawfully married to Fred L. Sargent on TON, 138 Camden 8t Tel. 1214-M
I may be proved and allowed and that the 11th day of November. 190# at
132*134
Class meets Tuesday night with Miss Letters Testamentary Issue to Charles Fltzwllllam In the Statr of New Hamp
E Brimmer and Samuel B Shadte. of shire; that the present residence of her
OOOD dry hard fitted wood (850
Dorothy Walsh at her home on Pearl Rockland
and Vinalhaven. they being said husband la unknown to your libel cord Mixed wood (6 long wood 87
the Executors named In said Will, with lant and cannot be ascertained by FRANK ERICKSON Box 70 RFD 1.
street.
131*133
reasonable diligence, that subsequent Thomaston
out bond.
to their said marriage they lived to
Mrs E A. Robbins will be hostess
SMALL farm. 20 acres land, for Mie
ETTA M O BRIEN, late of Rockland, gether as husband and wife ln Clare
to the Friende-In-Councll next Tues deceased Win and Petition for Pro mont. said 8tate of New Hampshire, un ln Nobleboro on road to Jefferson Price
Apply FRANK OILBS. at
bate thereof, asking that the Mine mav til May, 1#11; that your libellant haa I reasonable
day at Undercliffe.
be proved and allowed and that Letters always conducted herself toward her i Oay'a Comer. Waldoboro at 10 a. m.
Saturday.
________________________
131*133
Testamentary
issue
to
Harriet
E
OBrlen
Megunticook Grange wtll hold an of Rockland, she being the Executrix Mid husband aa a faithful, true and
I.BOITT8 CREEK no-aiate anthracite,
affectionate wffr. but that her said hus
open meeting Wednesday evening. named ln said WUl. without bond.
band. on the flrat day of March. 1(14 i Pocahontas lumpy soft coal: fitted hard
LULA A MONRO late of Rorkland. and on divers other days and times be ' and soft wood J. B. PAULSEN Tel.
The first aid team of the Camden
120*125tI
deceased WUl and Petition for Probate tween the date of Mid marriage and I Thomaston 84-2
Fire Department will demonstrate thereof, asking that the same may be the date of this libel, committed the
CIDER apples for Mie. MRS N H
crime of adultery with a certain woman LITTLE Warren.
,
proved
and
allowed
and
that
Letters
Me
132*lt
its apparatus and all interested, are 1 Testamentary Imuc to Daniel Munro, of unknown to your libellant; that her
CABBAOE for Mie lc a pound CARL
Rockland he being the Executor named said husband has been guilty ot cruel
invited.
TON
F
WEAVER
North
Waldoboro.
and
abusive
treatment
and
extreme
ln Mid WUl. without bond.
cruelty toward your libellant; that her Me______________________________ 132*lt
Comlque Theater attractions In
BERTHA P SMILEY, late of Rock Mid husband haa contracted gross and
STUDEBAKER touring for tale. 850;
clude for Sunday and Monday- land. deceased Will and Petition for confirmed habits of intoxication: that Dodge
truck, cement mixer 540 Incuba
thereof, asking that the same her said husband, being of sufficient tor. Magic
Sylvia Sidney tn "Accent on Youth," Probate
Brooder large oat sprouter,
may be proved and allowed and that ability and being able to labor and poultry equipment.
MRS JOHN PERIE
and "March of Time”; Sunday show 1 Letters Testamentary Issue to David O provide for your libellant, has grossly, 8outh Cushing__________________ 132*137
, Smiley. Sr . ot Rockland, be being the wantonly
and
cruelly refused
or
benefits the Camden Fire Depart 1 Executor named tn Mid WUl. without neglected to provide a suitable main
ONE new 867 50 16 foot Kennebec
tenance for her. your said libellant; Canoe for Mie. Has been on display tn
ment; Tuesday, "The Gay Decep bond.
6portlng Goods Department and wish
that
your
said
libellant
has
resided
in
JESSE P. CALDERWOOD. late of the State of Maine ln good faith for one ing to make room for winter goods we
tion”; Wednesday and Thursday I Union,
deceased Will and Petition for year next prior to the commencement offer It at a 20"; discount Net Price
Greta Oarbo in “Anna Karenina;" Probate thereof, asking that the same of these proceedings
(54. H H CRIE 8 CO Rockland Maine
may be proved and allowed and that
130-122
Wherefore your libellant prays that
and Major Bowes amateur hour of Letters Testamentary Issue to Maud I.
the bonds of matrimony now existing
BEST ORADE old growth mountain
of Union, she being the between her and her said husband may
the air. Get Rich Nite will be held Calderwood
Earcutrla named In tald WUl. without be dissolved by divorce and that she wood for sale under cover, thoroughly
dry; )unks (9 50; fitted. (10 WALTDR
bond
Friday.
may be allowed to resume her maiden E SPEAR. 230 Rankin St Tel 305-R
OROVER C. YOUNG, late of Owl's name of Lena A Katon. and as in duty ________
A circus in the Opera House
130*132
Head deceased
WUl and Petition for bound will ever pray
CAMP for Mie. also land or separately
Monday and Tuesday. Is for the j Probate thereof, asking that the Mme
Dated at Rorkland. Maine
this
Inquire.
MRS
INEZ
M
CARLETON
be proved and allowed and that twenty-third day of October. A D l#05 Union St Rockport___________
benefit of the Camden Relief Asso may
130*132
Lena A Sargent
Letters Testamentary Issue to Joanna
Subscribed and sworn 10 before me
LARGE wood lot and/ two large
ciation and promises to be one of the , Belle Toung of Owl's Head, she being
this
twenty-third
day
of
October.
1935
lumber lou for sale, FRED A. STAR: the Executrix named ln said WUl with
best attractions of the year. Among out bond
E C Payson
RETT, Warren, Me Tel 14-12
129*134
Justice of the Peace
the performers will be Dr. Harold 1 EDWARD F BERRY, late of Rockland.
ADDING machines, cash registers
STATE OF MAINE
typewriters, all makes, for sale, to let
Will and Petition for Pro(L S )
Jameson. Dr. W. Lee Dickens. Dr. H. ', deceased
and repaired
New Corona and Royal
ba'.c thereof asking that the same may KNOX SS.
Office
J. Pettapiece. Dr. 8. R Polisner. Dr ' be proved and allowed and that Letters
Clerk's Office. Superior Court, ln Portables less 20'; discount.
supplies. Delivery service. Write MAINE
Testamentary Issue to Faith O Berry of
Vacation
H 0 Tounge. Earle Belyea. David ' Rockland, she being tbe Executrix
SPECIALTY
CO
.
Rockland,
or
Tel
144
Rockland. October 24. A. D 1935.
130-132
Upon tbe foregoing LIBEL Ordered. _______
Crockett. Elmer Joyce, Marlon Ross. | named in said WUl. without bond
the Libellant give notice to Mid
ALL kinds dry wood, fitted (9: Lumber
FREDERICK LERMOND. late of Cam That
Annie Rankin. Mrs. Finlay Calder den.
Pred L. Sargent to appear before our (18 to 830 per M T. J CARROLL Tel.
deceased
WUl and Petition for Superior
Court
to
be
holden
at
Rock

263-21
Rockland
115-tf
: Probate thereof, asking that the same land within and for the County of
and others.
1 may be proved and allowed and that
Miss Jean Morrison Is having a I Letters Testamentary issue to Edith 8 Knox on the second Tuesday of February
by publishing an attested
of Camden, she being the A D of1936
vacation from her duties as book I Lermond
said Libel, and thia order there
Esecutrtx named in Mid WUl. without copy
on three weeks successively tn The
keeper at the Camden Woolen Mill bond
Courier-Oazette a newspaper printed In
LUCY C. FARNSWORTH late of Rock Rockland In our County of Knox, the
and is visiting her parents ln Eastland. deceased
WUl and Petition for last publication to be thirty days at
port.
Probate thereof, asking that the Mme least prior to said second Tuesday of
MODERN 7 room house to let at 27
be proved and allowed and that February next, that he may there and
Mr- and Mrs Robert W. Jamieson may
Letters Testamentary Issue to the Bos then in our said court appear and show Amesbury street Inquire MRS LLOYD
cause.
If
any
he
have
why
the
prayer
BENNER
Tel Thomaston 22
130-132
will spend Sunday in Vassalboro with ton Safe Deposit and Trust Company of
Boston it being the Executor named of Mid Libellant should not be granted
room furnished apartment to let at
their daughter. Miss Virginia Jamie In said WUl. with bond.
Arthur Chapman | 473 PleaMiu
St also 6 room house
.
Justice of the Superior Court.
son, a student at the Oak Grove
ESTATE WALTER J. McLAIN. late
A true copy of the Libel and Order of , LILLIAN BICKNELL. 82 Limerock St
_
______________________________
132*134
of Warren, deceased First and Final the Court thereon.
Seminary.
account filed for allowance by Agnes L.
Attest: Milton M Griffin, Clerk 1 ONE flat to let Also two stores on
The annual parish supper will be McLain. Admx
____________ ___________________ 139-8-135 Main St C M BLAKE Wall Paper Store.
662 Main St. Tel. 1061. Rockland
ESTATE EMMA L PAYSON late of
held Wednesday at the Congrega
I V_______________________________ 122 -134
Thomaston, deceased First and Final
Notices of Appointment
tional parish house.
'
account filed for allowance by Florence
ATTRACTIVE modern
first
floor
apartment to let corner ol Union and
Arthur Ox ton and Fred Dean were M Payson. Admx
I. Charles L. Veazle, Register of Pro ; Orove Sts . Newly decorated (22 month
ESTATE LINNIE M ASH late of Rock bate. for the County of Knox, ln the MRS ROSE. 100 Union St Tel. 1049-J
on a gunning trip Friday in the land
deceased First and Pinal account State of Maine, hereby certify that ln
____________________132*134-tf
filed
for allowance by Harriett C. Snow. the following estates the persons were
vicinity of Duck Trap stream. Oxton
OFFICE lor rent heated VESPER A.
appointed
Administrators.
Executors.
En.
LEACH
.
366
Main St_____________ 126-tf
was the lucky gunner, bringing down
ESTATE ARTHUR T SIMMONS late Guardians and Conservators and on the
GOOD house of 8 rooms slid bath to
of Friendship, deceased First and final dates hereinafter named:
a deer.
FRANK QUINN, late of Warren, de let. 2 car garage. R U. COLLINS, 375
account filed for allowance by WUlla A.
Simmons. Admr
ceased Elva Howdrd of Eagle, was ap [ Main 8t . Tel 77________________132-tf
pointed
Admx August 20. 1935 and . FIVE room furnished apartment to
ESTATE IDA E COOKSON. late of
W. Bryant --------------- 991
82.7
Thomaston, deceased. First and final qualified by filing bond September 26, let. good location, price reasonable. R
1935
Keller
-----------------81
81.
account filed for allowance by Lura
U. COLLINS 375 Main St . Tel 77.
ORACE M CUMMINGS of Cushing. __________ 132-tf
Doherty. Admx.
C. Moore --------------740
82 2
ESTATE RALPH 8 WENTWORTH, Laura C Littlefield of Cushing was ap j BECAUSE we are going away for
Rollins
-----------------482
803 late of Rockport deceased First and pointed Gdn October 1. 1935 and winter, wish to rent apartment we now
final account filed for allowance by qualified by filing bond October (. 1935. occupy Furnished 4 or 5 rooms, furnace
M Chandler -------- ..
241
801 Mary
LEDA MACY- UNDERHILL, late of . heat, modern garage L W BENNOt 88
J. Wentworth. Bxx
s Head deceased
Eliot Undert)lll I North Main St Tel 207-W______ 130-132
E. Payson --------------240
80
ESTATE JOHN C HOWES, of Wash Owl
of
Coronado. California and Carleton
First and final account filed for Macy
TWO apartments of 4 and 5 rooma
Hawkins ----------------479
795 ington
of
New
York
City
were appointed
allowance by Herbert L. Orinnell. con Executors June 1(. 1935 and
qualified by with bath, heater, garage and garden
A. Lindsey -----------399
79 4 servator
Inquire
12 Knox 3t Tel 156-W
127-tf
filing bond October 11. 1935. Frank H
ADELIA L. MASTERS late Ingraham of Rockland was appointed
J. Taylor------------------715
79.4 of ESTATE
FOUR furnished rooms to let with
Thomaston, deceased
Second and Agent In Maine
bath MRS W 8 KENNISTON 178 Main
E. Prescott ------------478
794 final account filed for allowance hy
WILLIAM E CANDAGE late ot Vinal St Tel 874-W___________________ 125-tf
Security Trust Company. Trustee, by haven.
deceased.
Ralph
W
Candage
of
D. Crockett Jr..............
239
792 Ensign Otis. Receiver.
FURNISHED apartments to let V. F
Vinalhaven
was
appointed
Admr. STUDLEY.
283 Main 8t. Tel. 1154.
ESTATE CAROLINE W WATTS, late October 15. 1935. without bond.
Leach ..........................
474
79.
_________________________________ 124-tf
of Thomaston, deceased
Second and
LIONEL
NEWBERT.
late
of
Union,
de

Murray
-----------------235
781 final account filed for allowance by ceased Jerome C. Burrows of Rock
FOUR room unfurnished apartments
Security Trust Company. Trustee, by land was appointed Admr. October 15. to let Excellent condition. (3 and (3 50
Hill ----------------------698
775 Ensign Otis. Receiver
weekly.
Water paid. Inquire 11 James St.
1935. without bond
Staples -----------------231
77.
ESTATE FREDERICK H LENNOX JR .
124-tf
MARY
A
LEADBETTER.
late
of
North
of Warren, deceased First and final
HOUSE of six rooms for rent, recently
deceased Ruth M Beverage of
Graffam --------------459
76.3 late
account filed for allowance by Harold Haven,
North Haven was appointed Executrix renovated, furnished or unfurnlahed. at
W Flanders. Admr
R. Anderson -------- ...
225
75
Spruae Head Plenty of firewood for the
October 15. 1935. without bond
ESTATE LUCY DEARBORN, late of
Rent reaaonable TEL ROCKLORINO C. PACKARD, late of Warren, cutting.
A. WhitehUl -----------423
703 Camden, deceased Petition for License
deceased. Norma C. Simmons of Rock LAND 793-W after 4 p. m_______ I23»tf
B Jamieson -------- _
282
702 to Sell certain Real finite, situated In land was appointed Admx October 15.
HOUSE with garage on HUI atrset.
Camden, and fully described In said 1935 and qualified by filing bond on near
Broadway. Also one half house
Morrow ---------------419
69.5 Petition, presented by Z. M Dwinal of same
date.
oorner of Orove and Union Sts. Apply
Camden.
Admr
Dr H. Pettapiece „......
416
693
at
294
BROADWAY. Tel 104-M
116-ti
EDGAR E OILLETTE late of Newton,
ESTATE FRED H. BERRY, late of Maas
• • • •
J. Mildred Gillette of
FIVE room apartment with garage
Rockland, deceased
Petition for ap- Newton.deceased
Mass was appointed Admx. c. let. ALICE FULLER 25 Linden St.
lntment of Trustee, praying that The t. a October
Grace Gunning has carried off the
15, 1935. without bond.
112rtland National Bank of Portland be
feminine honors thus far. The statis
CIARA
M
MAKER of Rockland
appointed Trustee of the estate given
Harold A. Tolman of Rockland was ap
In
trust
under
the
last
WUl
and
Testa

tics in Ibis league are;
ment of Fred H Berry
deceased, pointed Odn October 15. 1935 and quali
fied by filing bond October 19. 1935
P.P.
Av. presented by Mary E Berry Simmons
ANTTI RAATIKAINEN. late of South
ESTATE OLIVIA B JAMES, late of
Grace Gunning ------- ... 388 773 Milton.
Thomaston,
deceased. Oeorge RaatlkalMass deceased Petition pray
non
of South Thomaston was appointed
ing
that
the
Court
authorized
the
Feme Pettapiece ----------- 148 74.
Admr.
October
15. 1935. and qualified by
Executors to transmit the possession of
Dot Ware ........ ................ 143
71.1 the personal property ln Maine remain filing bond October 30. 1935.
NOTICE I give my daughter (Vere
Attest
:
In their hands to Arthur D HUI.
Bray) her time and will pav no bills
Olive Weaver _______ 264
70.4 ing
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
Richard H. Wlswtll. and Adams Sher
contracted by her alter date Oct 24.
Margaret Crockett ___ 209 69.2 man HUI. to be administered upon In
1935 Signed. Bernice Carver. Rockport.
accordance with the laws of the Com
Maine
130*132
ESTATE
EMILY
EVANS
LUNDEM.
Dot Wentworth ................ 278
69 2 monwealth of Massachusetts.
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made t
late of Rockport, deceased Petition for
FREDERICK SYLVESTER DAVIS, of Distribution persented by Harvey E order Keys made to fit all locks whe:
Pearl Nash ___
.. 341 681
Rockland.
Petition praying that the
original keys are lost. Houae. Office o
Marie Dyer .......... . —.... 204 68. Court change the name of the said Lunden of Rockport, Admr.
ESTATE IDA E. COOKSON. late of Car. Code books provide keys for a!
Frederick Sylveater Darla to Frederick
without bother. Scissors en
Martina Elsmore........... — 134 67.
Petition for locks
8ylvester Palmer, presented by Frederick Thomaston, deceased
Knives sharpened. Promnt service Res
Distribution presented by Lura Dohertf sonable
Dot Lankton _________
134 67. Sylvester Davis of Rockland
prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO
of Thomaston. Admx
Main St, Rockland. Tel. 791______ 118-1
ESTATE EMMA WINO. late of Rock
Mildred Robinson —........ 133 66.1 land.
ESTATE ARTHUR T. SIMMONS, late
deceased
Petition for Adminis
YARNS for rugs and hand knlttlm
Friendship, deceased
Petition for
Margaret Mitchell ............ 190
63.1 tration. asking that Lou E Upham, of of
Samples and knitting directions free 1
Rockport, or some other suitable person Distribution presented by Willis A A. Bartlett. Harmony. Maine
126-13
Simmons. Admr
Alice Dougherty------------ 189 63. be appointed Admr.. with bond
LADIES—Reliable heir goods at RookESTATE LIONEL NEWBERT. late of
Adele Maynard _______ 312
62.2 ESTATE MARION J. EVAN8KY other Union,
deceased. Petition for License to land Hair Store. 24 Elm St Mall orders
wise Joseph Evansky. late of Rockland,
Kay Rollins..................... 310
62. deceased
Petition for Administration, Sell certain Real Estate, situated In solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
118-tf
Union, and fully described ln said Pet
asking
that
Kate
F
Evansky.
of
Rock

Evelyn Goodwin .............. 122 61.
land. or some other suitable person be ition. presented by Jerome C. Burrows,
of Rockland. Admr.
Loena Lenfest _______
121 60.1 appointed Admx.. without bond
MARTHA P. LAWRENCE, late of
ESTATE ROY J. LABRANCHE. late of
Mae McKinnon ---------- 293
593
Rockland, deceased
Petition for Ad Oroton. Mass . exemplified copy of will
Lillian Oray ...................... 118
59. ministration. asking th^t Helen E La- and probate thereof, together with a
Branche, of Rockland, or some other petition for probate of foreign will ask
Dot Sylvester -------------- 285 59. suitable
person be appointed Admx.. ing that the ropy of said will be allowed
filed and recorded ln the Probate Court
And other rectal disease*
Lucy Stevenson .... -.......... 294 58.4 without bond.
of Knox County and that Letters
ESTATE FANNIE E WOTTON. late of Testlmentary be Issued to Francis Pea
Doris Bryant..................... 115 57.1 Rockland,
Treated Without Pain
deceased
Petition for Ad body of Milton. Mass.
Elizabeth Talbot ............ 285
57. ministration. asking that Ira W Wotton
HARRY C. MAOEE. late of Friend
of Rockland, or some other suitable
or Loss of Time
Winona Talbot ................ 114
57. person be appointed Admr., without ship. deceased. Will and Petition fbr
Probate thereof, asking that the same
bond.
Lucy Ball ____________ 279 65.4
ESTATE JULIA A ALLEY, late of may be proved and allowed and that
Florice Pitcher ................ Ill
55.1 Tenants Harbor, deceased Petition for Letters Testamentary Issue to Margaret
Administration, asking that Earl W M Magee, of Friendship, she being the
TKL. 1*7*
Lucy Dickens _________
110 55. Wall
of Wakefield. Mass., or some other Executrix named ln said Will, without
33 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
Dora Packard ................. 274
54.4 suitable person be appointed Admr. bond.
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD.
without bond.
1278U
Mabel Richards ............ 268
53.3
ESTATE LESLIE L. MORTON, late of Esquire. Judge of Probate Court for
County. Rockland. Maine.
Mabel Burrage ................ 107 63.1 Washington, deceased Petition for Ad Knox
Attest:
ministration. asking that Lawrence I.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
Alice' Thorndike.............. 213
63.1 Morton of Union, or some other suitable
132-S-138
be appointed Admr, without
Anna Fish .................. .... 258 513 person
WE BUY
bond
Evelyn Hale ...................
98
49.
CHARLOTTE M PRAY, late of Fram
ingham. Massachusetts, deceased. Ex
Grace Eddy ....................... 191 473 emplified
copy of W1U and Probate
. Clarence E. Daniel*
Butii Moody —.......... ...
94 47. thereof, together with a Petition for
JEWELER
Probate of Foreign WUl. asking that the
>7* MAIN STREET, ROCKLA1
prances Thomas................ 140 46.2 copy of said will may be allowed, filed
and recorded In the Probate Court of
7S-t

(t**«-**-»********R
: LOST AND FOUND !

In the American League Stevenson
Is flying high with an average of 100 3 '
in his 12 strings. Freeman is the run- !
ner-up

Probate Notices

K

8t******«****^«*a
* MISCELLANEOUS •
(t**********«*<*<»a

PILES

DR. JAMES KENT

READ THE ADS

Knox County.

OLD

GOLD
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Every-Other-Day
APPLETON MILLS

i age rive
WALDOBORO

CUSHING

STAR THEATRE
Waldoboro

AT PARK THEATRE MONDAY-TUESDAY

Mr. and Mrs O. I. Young of Belfast
Mr and Mrs Jethro Pea.se, Mrs.
Next week's attractions at Star
Frances Robbins. Mrs I net Arring were at their homes here over the
Theatre are: Tuesday, “Here Comes
ton and Mrs. Alice Hall motored to weekend.
TUESDAY. NOV. 5
Cookie." for the lovers of comedy;
Mrs. C. H. Washburn. Miss Harriet
Portland to attend the recent Re
Thursday.
Booth
Tarkington's
novel,
“Here Comes Cookie”
Hahn and Mrs. Luther Clark of
bekah Assembly.
"Alice Adams." featuring the great
By Gladys St. Clair Morgan
with
Eight from Appleton attended the Thomaston were callers Monday on
star, Katherine Hepburn: Saturday, GEORGE BURNS and
annual Farm Bureau meeting at the Miss Mina A. Woodcock.
GRACIE ALLEN
Camden Opera House.
The tenth birthday anniversary of
"Notorious Gentleman," with twoRichard,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Irving
Miss Ida Williams and Miss Olive
fisted Charles Bickford and Helen
THURSDAY. NOV. 7
, . , Oushee were guests last Saturday of Fales was celebrated Oct. 25 by a party
Vinson,
called
the
most
beautiful
and i(jgfther [hfy of schoolmates and other friends. The
“Alice Adams”
Local music lovers who attended to widen their own musical outlook E;eanor
woman on the screen. Coming attrac
Featuring
the recent Eastern Maine Festival And what is his reward? Indifferent | enjoyed a motor trip to Waldoboro evening was spent ln playing games
KATHARINE IIEPDI RN
interest and half-hearted support. I
tions include “The Eagle's Brood." "I
with Mrs. Standish, followed by a and disposing of quantities of pop
ln Bangor brought back enthusiastic
He has never yet fallen down on his ■
corn, apples and cake. His sister. Miss
Live For Love," 'Top Hat," "Virginia
SATURDAY, NOV. 9
accounts of the superb artistry and word tn the concerts he has directed. , supper and dance.
Barbara
Fales,
proved
a
successful
en

Judge" and "Shipmates Forever."
Mr. and Mrs. Will Miller are ln
charm of Rosa Tentoni and Wilbur His own dignity and conservative
“Notorious Gentleman”
tertainer. Richard received several
Evans, the featured artists; of the 1 character are sufficient guarantee of, Portl»nd for the winter.
A delegation from here attended
With CIIARI.F.S BK KFORI),
nice
gifts.
Those
who
attended
were
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Wentworth
the meeting of the Republican Club
and HELEN VINSON
splendid rendition of Tschalkovsky's ' that. These concerts when planned
and
grandson Carleton started Tues- Mrs. Lizzie Fales. Barbara and Rich
ot Lincoln County at Boothbay
ard Fales, Mrs. Genieva Thompson of
"Nutcracker Suite" by the cnorus; of for some special occasion, such as
COMING ATTRACTIONS:
the State Teachers' Convention Just da>' on a motor trip to their winter
"Wings
Over
Ethiopia."
"The
Harbor where 400 were present. Fred
the notably fine work of the Bangor now. seem to fare no better. I re- home ln Deland. Fla. Visitors Sat- Friendship. Mrs. Mary Olson. Ida and
Eagle's Brood," "I Live For Love,"
John Olson, Thelma and Jeannette
Roberts,
the
president
was
in
the
Symphony Orchestra, and of the eall in particular that planned as a "“»>’ and
“Top Hat." * Virginia Judgr.” "The
a‘ ‘heir home lndignified and masterly directing of part of the State Federation of) eluded Mr and Mrs Frank Hanley Wales, Kenneth, Franjt Jr., Harvey
chair and U. 8. Senator Wallace
Crusades," and “Shipmates For
and Douglass Crute, Walfred Saastaever."
Adelbert Wells Sprague for both
White. Blynn Page and Miss Nettle
j Musk Clubs convention program of Camden. Mr. and Mrs. Louis Wat
132-133
moinen. Frances Alley, Laurl Nlenll.
chorus and orchestra.
But all
Burleigh the speaker. Jones Or
son
and
children.
Mrs.
Blanche
1 some years ago. The artists were
Nornja Shearer and Frednc March in "Smilin' Through''
brought back the statement which Carlos Salzedo. the worlds most Brown and daughter Julia. Joseph Robert Macki, Clayton. Russell and
chestra furnished music for the oc
the Bangor critic had courage to say famous harpist. Gertrude Erhart. Wentworth. Mrs. Ellaabeth Bprowl, Eleanor Pales of South Warren.
casion. Supper was served at 6 who returned to his home town a
A deluge of letters from the public and public alike as one of the greatest
The recent Ladies' Aid supper with
ln reviewing the concert, to this ef soprano, and Howard Coding, pianist., Mrs. Ella Perry and Miss Inez Artew years ago. was engaged ln
photoplays ever made. The return | °'c'oclt
Mrs Lana Kllleran, housekeeper, was has persuaded Metro-Ooldwyn-Mayer
fect:
engagement of this film classic has
Salzedo alone should have packed rlngton.
Among those from town attending Evangelistic work and has travelled
a social and financial success, $8 45 once more to present Norma Shear
"Attendance at the Festival con the auditorium, but did he? No. And
such stellar personalities as Fredrlc the Teachers Convention In Bangor from cqast to coast. His marked
Mrs. Carolyn Page Is visiting her
cert was vastly disappointing. What
being realized.
er's Immortal dramatic triumph, March and Leslie Howard sharing were Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Sherey. Mrs. musical ability has also been gener
who were conspicuous by their mother, Mrs. Adella Oushee.
is to be gained by withholding or ]
“Smilin' Through," hailed by critics honors with Miss Shearer.—adv .
• • • •
Dora H. Yorke, Miss Orace Yorke. ously used in bringing cheer to
absence? The vlsittng members of
Roy Page has employment at
Ignoring an obvious truth? True
Mrs. Harold Derry. Mrs. Fred Boggs. hospitals. Jails and sick rooms. Mrs.
the State Federation of Music Clubs Prospect.
Matthew R. Hunt
music lovers, and all present fell
Waltz was formerly Miss Bertha M.
• • • •
' Miss Eleanor Standish was a recent
of Camden, passed Monday evening Harold Salisbury. Miss Thelma Flagg
HOPE
The death ol Matthew R. Hunt.
exactly into that category, must have
Wimberly, a graduate of Wesleyan
From the press of Carl Fischer Inc.,! overnight guest of Miss Olive Oushee
Miss
Dorothy
Washburn.
Miss
Agnes
in Bangor
85. which occurred Oct. 17 at his
felt a little sick when they viewed
University. They have one daugh
M.ss Gertrude Hardy has a posi
Miss Maud Fuller and family are
Mrs. Crosby Hobbs and Mrs. Roy Creamer and Miss Dorothy Muir.
home ln North Cushing, removes the tion teaching the third grade of the
that' array of empty seats. The comes a pertinent book entitled "The
ter, Mrs. Oretchen Waltz Simmons.
moving
soon
to
the
Proctor
house.
Puller of Camden were callers Mon
A baked bean supper was served
eldest citizen in this community. Mr. Garrett, Schenck School in Anson
hundreds of visiting teachers, for | Living Voice." It Is a study guide
Mrs
Helen
Oushee
was
an
over

day
on
Mrs.
Arthur
Harwood
by the losing team of women mem
whose benefit the concert was j for
John 0
Hunt was bom ln Waldoboro, the | and reported for duty Monday.
UNION
night guest Sunday ot Mr. and Mrs. I
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Dunton went to bers to the men who were winners
youngest son of Nathan and Sarah
planned in consldeable manner and Wilcox, and is a presentation of
York
last
Saturday
to
see
Mr.
DunMr.
and
Mrs
Will
Thurlow
and
vocal laws and theories, together
Hanley of Camden
ln
She contest
conducted by
(Robbinsi Hunt and was the last
Mr and Mrs. Burton Hills and
made an integral part of their con
children Clarence and Ruth ol Lin- ten's brother. John Dunton, who
Mrs. Rhene Ripley is in Union where
Meenahga Orange during the past Charles W Hills of Chicago and
surviving grandson ot David Robbins,
vention program, were conspicuous with specific Instructions for training
colnville
were
visitors
Sunday
at
the
while
gunning,
was
shot
In
the
right
she
will
make
her
home
with
her
month. The Orange sponsored a grandniece of Michigan are vlalt Ing
the first settler ln the town of Union,
by their absence. Not all of the blame voices, outlining teaching routine
I arm. necessitating its amputation
for: The Adult Singing Voice. The suter Mrs. Ripley will be greatly to whose memory a bronze tablet is home of R. E Ludwig.
card party Wednesday ln Its hall, Mr and Mrs Elias Burkett Mr and
can be placed upon the weather
missed by friends here
George Athearn of Lincolnville 1 above the elbow.
tbe proceeds to be used for charitable Mrs Frank Lenfest ar.d Mr and Mrs.
placed on a large boulder ln the
man. badly though he often behaves Adolescent Singing Voice, The Speak
Mrs. Alden P Allen recently called i
spent the past week with his son
Mrs. Howard Moody was a recent
objects.
Herbert Hiih who live on the old
cemetery.
when the teachers come to town ing Voice, and Training Voices ln
Loring Atheam and visited other j on the Fish family in Rockland,
guest of her parents. Mr. and Mrs
He was married to Miss Jennie
Burton Hall who has been visit,ng I Mr and Mrs John Dvorak ,Alma ho™s“‘“d the birthplao; of their
The answer? Possibly that music Class Oroups Mr Wilcox says "The
relatives.
Maxey of this town and to them six
alone, however wonderful it may be. human voice Is the greatest of ail w B Arrington,
Mr and Mrs. Philip Slingsby and 5 relatives ln Vinalhaven, returned Johnson’ werc given a delightful father.
sound-producing
Instruments
be!
•
The Ladies Aid will have a public
I children were bom.
Mrs. Hunt sons Keith and Roger of Forestdale Sunday, accompanied by Mr. and) surprtsc last Saturday night by the
or with whatever skill the programs
Officers Installed Jointly
died several years ago and also the Mass have been with relatives here Mrs Kenneth Hall and son Kenneth. I employees of the Paragon Button J ’upper Tuesday In Masonic hall at
are arrttiged. is rot ln itself suf cause it Is a living instrument Tlie
Several local Farm Bureau mem-1 Factory Summoned to the factory 6 o'clock, proceeds to be used for
ficient to attract audiences upon a singer in whose soul abides the
The Rebekahs
___________________________
and Odd Fellows held second daughter.
_____
Mrs. Maria Acorn.
this week for a visit.
grand scale. There must be spectacular Spirit of Song and who has achieved a joint,
installation recently Mrs Several years ago Mr Hunt moved
of Mrs Ida Norwood bers enjoyed the recent annual meet- * • ^Phone message that lights church repairs. The business meetThe children oi Mrs. iaa worwooa j
I------ .---------- „
of the Ald will
hcld precedlng
showmanship, reams of publicity, a Ph)'s‘cal development and technical Constance McPhail, district deputy here, with his family, wnere he has gave her a birthday
surprise party ing at the Camden Opera House Mrs were burning on the upper floors.
fashion display, above all. the glamor mastery of hls voice, possesses a president. Mrs. Nina Fuller marshal since lived in quiet unassuming
Emile Hobbs, local chairman, won
found 50 friends assembled to ‘he supper.
Sunday evening The 41 present en
of imposing and familiar names. ( never-falling vehicle for self-expres- and stafl, installed in Oolden Rod manner, a good citizen and neighbor.
greet Bhem Cards and dancing were
joyed music and social chat Cake first prize in the county canning conThese things, however much the late I sion and an irresistible power to win Lx)dge these officers: Noble grand, respected by his associates
enjoyed and refreshments served. Mr
' assorted cookies, coffee and candy tes‘
MODERN WOMEN
and Mrs. Dvorak were presented with NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
The Hrviving relatives are his
Director Chapman disliked to admit. the hearts of men
Cassie Paul; RSNO.. Carrie Cum
, were served,
• rvmjq strain. eip>eur*orriatiarraue««.
Olancing
through
the
contests
one
it, were the Festival's foundation I
That Mr Bickle is too much of a an attractive dresser and stool.
mings; LSN.O.. Winifred Proctor; daughters. Mrs. Elvle Maddocks. Mrs.
Chi-<*h««-tera Diamond Brand Pilla are effective,
Mrs. Lizzie Spear is spending two
notes
that
under
Vocal
Laws
and
rt
liable
and
QUICK REUEF 5 >ld
stones for 30 years.
vice grand. Alice Lovejoy: RS VO. Albert Robinson of Thomaston, sons.
with her brother and sister-in- flatterer
Mr and Mrs. Ouy Irving Waltz all'l.-.s’K pv
r«y • r I'»years Aab fo< —
The well written article goes on to j Theories is information on the open Mabel Blanchard; LS.VO., Orace Nathan of Thomaston, Leslie of
"Did
he
say
you
were
handsome?"
celebrated Monday the 25th anniverlaw Mr. and Mrs. Laforest P. True.
CHICHESTERS PILLS
touch upon the brilliancy of the I ‘hr°aL breathing, resonance, regls- Brown; financial secretary. Amy Cushing and Benjamin of Rockland.
"No. he said you were." (Worcester , sary of their wedding which took
---------------------- \
Mr and Mrs. Elmer L. True accomprogram. the glorious voices of the1*"'
P°wer and dynamics Esaney; treasurer. Edith Gurney; besides several grandchildren and p^ed by Mr and Mrs Harold Ames Telegram),
place at Lincoln, Neb., Mr Waltz,, "I** aiAuono
eaAMB*
artists, the excellence of the entire Th’>re
Information on practice. warden Annje pease; conductor. Alice great-grand-chlldren
Others who
presentation, and ended by say ing ' Posture, tone-production, exercises Hal(. lnside guardian. Inez Arrington survive are three nieces, Mrs. F D.
that "those who did not go simply for voice
training,
voice-user's
offlcers (rom Waldoboro installed Hathorn of Thomaston, Mrs N. W.
cheated themselves out of a super hy giene, style, musicianship, and so ,thfs(, leaders ,n the subordlnate Fogarty and Mina A. Woodcock of
on It is all soundly written and
mu, _ . _ , „
„
treat."
...
.
'
,
. lodge: Noble grand. Zuingllus Our- Cushkig. one greatnephew, Isaac
should prove notablv valuable to1
ney; vice grand. Joseph Moody; Caler of Skowhegan. Mrs. Nora
<....
The program carried on its inner teacher and student alike.
RSHO, Elmer Sprague; RS.V.O., Russell of Warren. Dr Bertha
Adelbert Edgecomb; recording secre- ' Sh4ffer of Chlca*° Mrs. Oertrude
pages tribute to William Rogers
AUTUMNAL MUSIC
tary. Perley Perry; treasurer. Leslie J°nes °‘ Stoneham. Mass., and nine
Chapman.
Perhaps you do not know
Hall: chaplain. Rev Louis Watson: kreat-great nephews and nieces
“The music lovers of Maine are
That In the falling of the leaves
C H,MUr ‘h“ th' ’°n< °' »»>•<>«». Edison Mitchell; conductor.
PuneraJ services were held at A. D
saddened this year by the passing TherT«r'S^
Rarnrrs
Jethro Pease; Inside guardian, Fred Davls and 8005 chapel ln Thomasto the Great Reward of the father
Bringing In their sheaves;
In the wind • sigh
| ton and were largely attended by
of the Maine Music Festival, yet re And
Edgecomb.
A note more plaintive than the cry
Of
gulla
cleaving a atlent sky
visitors and ‘ho8e who camc to pay their last
conciled that he should have lived
Besides
remarks
by
Le Baron Cooke ln "Poetry."
the long span of nearly fourscore
members, the entertainment ln-[ respects to a kind neighbor and
%
years and been enabled to maintain
eluded
a pleasing pantomime by Alice ! friend. Rev. H. F. iLeach of the
STONINGTON
Federated Church officiated. There
activity in his beloved art until the
Lovejoy. Mrs Louis Watson presid
end. Rather than perform some
Mrs. Leona Oross and young ed at the piano and also gave several were many beautiful flowers. The
V
bearers were Nathan Copeland.
great elegy from the musical realm daughter Verna are home from Blue- solos.
Alpheus Jones. Oliver Johnson and
to mark his passing, we are letting hill Hospital where Verna has been
’
Isaac Young. Interment was in the
"the play go on' in the Joyous spirit receiving treatment for a broken arm
EAST BOOTHBAY
| family lo» in Coupee cemetery at
that characterized the man. Those
J. Carlton Davis of Rockport ar
South Warren.
who knew him and worked with him rived here Monday for a gunning trip.

Realm of Music

through the long years believe that
he would have it so HLs place in the
annals of his state and the hearts
of its people Is eloquently stated in
the words of President Boardman of
the University of Maine ln conferring
upon him an honorary degree in
1926:
‘William Rogers Chapman.
Doctor of Music. Loyal son of the
State of Maine. Director of Music.
Founder.
Dlrector-in-chlef,
and
Ouldlng Spirit of the Maine Music
Festival. You have been a bene
factor to your native state, through
the presentation to her people, for
three decades, of the masterworks
of music and of the world's foremost
artists and interpreters.'”
• • • •
But to go back, if the array of
empty seats made the attendants
heartsick, think what it must have
meant to Mr. Sprague, who puts body
and soul into the preparation and
presentation of these concerts. Here
is a man who is putting untiring ef
fort into building up a sizeable
chorus and maintaining a local sym
phony orchestra that should be
heralded the state over; and more
over who studies the musical situa
tion carefully, often through direct
contact, and goes to no small trouble
to procure renowned artists who are
new to the State to provide oppor
tunity for her sons and daughters

Cote’s Magic Water
WONDERFUL DISINFECTANT
and

DEODORANT
Sirk Rooms

Bath Rooms

Can be
Used
For

Kitchens
Garage Floors

Concrete Floors
Stone Steps
Refrigerators
Drain Pipes

Garbage Pans

Toilet Bowls
Lavatories
Takes all unpleasant odors away
Once Tried, Always Used
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_

. _

,

.
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Mrs. Ernest Coombs, daughter Con.
..
..
a^nce and son Clarence vis ted Mrs
Coombs daughter Oeorgie last Saturday ln Bangor.
O. Melvin Duke of Medford.
Mass., is in town for the gunning sea
son.

,

Miss Helen Walters Eaton and Willard Robbins both of this place were
married Oct. 12 at the home of the,
bride's sister. Mrs Edwin Parkhurst
in Unity. The bride is the younger
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Emaron J.
Eaton and is a graduate of Stoning
ton High School and very proficient
in music. The groom Is a son of Tim
othy Robbins, graduated from Ston
ington High School and has attended
College in Massachusetts. Mr. and
Mrs Robbins are very popular and
have many friends who wish them a
long and happy wedded life. '
Oleason Flye and son Lawrence of
Northeast Harbor visited relatives
here recently.
Angelina DePalma was a recent
Rockland visitor.
Mrs. Florence Wallace concluded
Saturday her duties as bookkeeper at
the North Lubec Canning factory
Arthur Spofford was a recent visit
or in Rockland.
Donato DePalma is guest of friends
in Providence.
Mrs. Alice Banks is passing a few
weeks with her parents at Vinalha
ven.
Schr. Annie & Reuben. Capt. John
Duke, arrived here last Saturday
from Boston.
Eva A. Oross and Hiram Robbins
both of this town were married last
Saturday evening at the home of the
bride's sister Mrs. Walter Coombs.
After the ceremony a reception was
held at the home of the bride's par
ents. Mrs. Robbins is the youngest
daughter of Mr. and Mrs Lorenzo
Oross, and a graduate of Stonington
High School. She is employed at the
home of Mrs. Frank McGuire. The
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Robbins. Both young people
have many friends here, who wish
them happiness and prosperity.
Turn your face to the 6un and the
shadows will fall behind you.

The Junior Bridge dub met re-

IU_ .. —
cently with Miss Phyllis McKown.
Mr and Mrs cllnton
Md
&nd Mr, Kfnneth.
leave

WEST WASHINGTON

Mrs. Minnie Rowe attended the
Sa'.urday for Machias for a week's
Teachers' Convention In Bangor last
hunting
week.
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Luke and
Birdell Hibbert and Clarence Hib
daughter Oecella, Mrs. Luke's mother
bert were recent Augusta visitors.
of Portland and Owen Luke were
Miss Clarabell Miller of Union Is
weekend visitors at the home of Mr
visiting
Mrs. Lena Bartlett and Mrs
and Mrs Joseph Luke.
Dallas Cunningham of Back Nar Orace Bartlett.
Arthur Leigher and Prank Leigher
rows is guest of her sister ln South
returned Tuesday to Mansfield, Conn
Portland.
Visitors Sunday at the camp of
Mr and Mrs. Robert Chesebro and
daughter Elizabeth are visiting in I Elaston MacFarland and Estern Wellman were Mr. and Mrs. John Wil
New York.
Mrs. Dora Hodgdon has returned liams and Leroy Burns, Union; Mrs.
Hattie MacFarland. Warren; Mr. and
home from a visit ln Lynn. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Rice are at Mrs. Alfred MacFarland, Oordon I
the home of Mr. Rice's parents. Mr Tate and daughter Emma Kent. Rock- j
and Mrs. Frank Rice.
land; Amos Fish. Jefferson; Ouy
Mr and Mrs. Fred Hagan and Mr Peaslee. Somerville; Robert Overlock. I
and Mrs Carroll Campbell have re South Liberty; Alvah Hibbert. May
turned from a motor trip through the nard Black, Archie Hibbert. Alton:
White Mountains.
Wellmari and two sons Ernest and !
Mrs. Alfred Dodge Jr. visited Tues Frederick of Washington.
day afternoon with her parents Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Withee and j
and Mrs Alonzo Connors at Boothbay son Oeorge, and Mrs. Arthur Withee
Harbor.
visited last week in Detroit.
Miss Ingred LeOrow has returned
Mrs. Grace Bartlett, Miss Clarabell
to Portland after visiting for a week , Mj,ler gnd Mrs Catherjne Weilman '
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Van Horn
were callers Tuesday on Mrs. Edson !
Wellman.

STOP EYE STRAIN WITH
I E S
an
(ILLUMINATING ENGINEERS SOCIETY)

A

ASTHMA

OF

MAZDA

LAMPS

FREE
WITH

ONE

EVERY

BEFORE

PURCHASED

NOVEMBER

16.

Once you've seen this scientific improvement in light
ing, you'll realize why we feel every home ought to have

at least one of them.

The model illustrated sells for $5.25 complete, includ

SOMERVILLE
Fred A Turner has been passing a
few days with his son. Fred L. Turner
and family in Augusta. Mrs. F. A.
Turner and Miss Marie Turner were
also recent visitors.
Howard Lovejoy of Skowhegan was
a caller Tuesday ln this locality.
Lewis Brown of Week's Mills has
been engaged in plowing for F. A.
Turner and C. W. Evans.
John F. Booker died Wednesday as
result of an ill turn suffered last
week.

CARTON

ing a I00 watt bulb, and, in addition, until November l&

NORTH WARREN

you get six genuine Mazda bulbs (any size up to 60 watts)

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Kailoch en
joyed a long call Wednesday from
Rev. H. I. Holt, pastor of the Congre
gational Church, and Mrs. Holt.
J. N. Robbins is guilding a garage.
Corn stubbles should be plowed
under before Nov. 5 in order to assist
ln the eradication of the com borer.
Mary Oracie is visiting a few days
at the home of Burleigh Mank.

STONINGTON
Mrs. Margaret Anderson is passing a
few weeks with her son Oleason Flye
at Northeast Harbor.
Mrs. William Billings is visiting her
sister in Portland.
Paul Keene has returned .{rom a
visit with relatives in Concord, N. H.

with our compliments!

This free carton offer applies to

any I. E. S. Lamp costing $5 or over.

YOU REALLY SHOULD HAVE ONE

You really should have one of these I. E. S. lamps—and

OF THESE I. E. S. LAMPS

you might just as well have the carton of half dozen free

Designed by the Society of Illuminating Engi*
neers, this new Lamp meets every requirement for
tclose work. Light filters through the opal glass retflertor directly on your work to give ample light
lior close seeing, without harmful glare. Light re»
Iflerted upward illuminates the surroundings and
{prevents the atrain of contrast between bright
spots and darkness. The shade has a white interior
to increase efficiency and comes in many attrac
tive designs. The stand is 28 inches high to spread
the light over the entire desk or table. There are
floor models too, and all are npderatdy priced.

Mazdas—so drop in at your local Central Maine office
end look at these I. E. S. masterpieces.

CENTI
POWtl

iAINE
>MPAHY

(ocklar.^Touner-Gazette,

it urday, November 2,
Wlthams to thc nuniber of 25 gath
ered at "The Wellesley." Ash Point,
SAVEFUEL
last night and partook of the venison *
BAKE QUICKLY
•supper served by (Bert Witham in , I
Put In your kitchen one »t the new honor of Nathan Witham and family
who were here from Stony Creek,
(Conn. A feature of the happy eve| ning was the presentation of a birth

NOW ON DISPLAT... FOR 1936

HUDSON

and

TERRAPLANE

GLENWOOD

Shakespeare Society will meet
Monday at 7:30 at the home of Mrs
ment especially desires Information
social happenings partlse. musicals, etc Angelica Olover. Act 1 of Henry the
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
Fourth will be read, and papers will
gladly received.
Ifil L'PHONB________________ ne or 7M be presented by Mrs. Eva Helller.
Mrs Leola Wiggin and Mrs. Emily
Mias Marlon E Watts of South Stevens.
Thomaston who has employment ln
New York, was tendered a dinner
$frs. Susie Davis was among guests
party Monday evening by her em- at a party given by Mr. and Mrs.
ployer Her guests were Miss Marion' chesUr x Vose in Thomaston TuesRackliff and Miss Dorothy Rackllfl of1 day nlght t0 celebrate thetr seventh
South Thomaston. Miss Thelma Day j redding anniversary.
of Rcckiand and Miss Edith Bonney'
__
of Dryden. Maine. After dinner thr
Rita prances and Lela Lynch gave
girls attended the movta.
a Halloween party Thursday after■
I noon, with 16 guests at supper. Each
Miss Marlon Rackliff who is em- guest was presented with favors conployed ln New York is taking kinder- I siting of horns, black cats, noise
garten course at Hunter College
| makers and baskets of candies. The
-------1 table decorations featuring orange
Miss Dorothy Rackliff of Water- ' and black candles, black cats and
man’s Beach. South Thomaston has | other Halloween ideas were most at- j
employment in New Rochelle, New j tractive. The guests who came ln
In addition to p«r»onal notaa regard-

■m

h

New leaders of the Style Parade • • • bigger than any other,
popular cars ... with "5 things you never saw before"

RANGES

day gift to Nathan Witham.

*

Sleeper Bible Class will meet Mon
day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
H I. Hix.

Ted LowrencaJ’ visiting Clifford
Ladd in New York for a few days.
Mrs. Alice Gurney of Portland ls
visiting Miss Ruth Anderson for the
week.
Miss Ellen Daly is in Boston, called
by the death of her mother, which
occurred Wednesday.

The beat range that can be made.
Trade In Your Old Range

Priced from

$59

up

Pay only $1.00 each week if you wish

Burpee Furniture Co.

Mrs. Bernice Wolcott returned
Thursday from a trtp to Waterville,
Portland and Boston. In Boston she
attended the Harvard-Dartmouth
game.

Nathan Witham and family have
ROCKLAND, ME.
returned
to Stony Creek, Conn.
costume had a delightful time ln
llltf
-------the usual Halloween stunts and
Miss Leola Wellman of Portland grmes.
A Halloween party was held at the
They are here—the new Hudsons
1 and mother. Mrs. Oeorge A. Wellman j
_____
_______________
, .i -----_____
—combining the world s first safety
cars. Proved ruggedness and econ
Mr and Mrs O._____
A. Lawrence were
home--------------------_________
of Miss Dorothy 8mith Thurshave returned from a motor trip ] Diligent Dames met Thursday _ dinner guests Thursday of Mr. and | day evening by Misses Dorothy Smith
and Terraplancs—with most that’s
engineered chassis with improved
omy that arc a source of lasting
new that really counts—for 1936.
Those
which took them to New York, down I afternoon with Mrs A. W Foss, who Mrs. A. C. Ramsdell enjoying a down- antj Margaret Robertson.
bodies all of steel. With five >msatisfaction to owners.
preaent werc Misses Priscilla and Ada
the coast to Washington, D C., ann served tea. Fifteen members were east clam pie.
Portant new safety and comfort fea
Complete new styling — fresh,
However much or little you
------j Smith. Bernice Robinson, Manjford
through Florida. They visited the present. Mrs. E. Stewart Orberton
tures—5 things you net'ersaw before!
new beauty. Roominess you can’t
plan to pay for your 1936 car,
Mrs. Percy Jones of St- Oeorge en- Oarland of Camden. Ernest DeMass,
Bok Singing Tower. Four thousand wm be hostess to the Dames Nov. 14.
match in cars priced hundreds of
Under all this — performance
drive a Hudson or Tcrraplane
tertained friends Thursday, the occa-: Wilbur Vasso, Walter Vasso, James
miles were covered during the trip of I for 1 o'clock luncheon.
dollars higher.
two weeks, marked by gorgeous 1
-------sion being her Halloween birthday (smith. Mr. and Mrs George Cumthat has won and held 77 official
before you buy. See how much
autumn weather.
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge W. Oray of anniversary. Mrs. Jones received unrigs. Pershing Hendricks and RichThe safest automobiles ever built
A.A.A. records for Hudson-built
you can get for your money.
-------New York and Mr. and Mrs. Maynard several gifts. Including a birthday j ard Carr of Camden. Games were
William Butman motored to Round gwan Of AiSburn were here to attend cake.
played and refreshments served.
New 1936 HUDSON Sixes and Eights, $710 and up... New 1936 TERRAPLANE $595 and up
Pond Thursday, accompanied by his , lhe funeral of Joseph Pray,
-------.Prizes were won by Miss Ada 8mith,
All prices f. o. b. Detroit for closed models. Standard group of accessories extra.
Rev. and Mrs. J. L. Pinkerton of | yqu-garet Robertson, Emeet DeMass
grandmother. Mrs. Adelaide Butman.
_____
who will visit friends there for a Jew , Mr and Mrs. Scott Kittredge and Dresden Mills were overnight guests and oeorge Cummings.
I
■
days before going to Winchester. son Oeorge. of Freeport. Long Island. Friday of Mr. and Mrs. Forest R.|
Miss Mary Barrett of Hope is guest
Mass., to spend the winter with Mr. N. Y., are spending several weeks Pinkerton of Simmons street.
-------1 of Miss Edna Payson.
at the Oreen homestead. South
and Mrs. C. Carroll Howe.
Mrs. H. H. Stover ls the guest ofi,
-------Thomaston. Extensive repairs and
118 PARK STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mrs. F. B Balano of New York and improvements are being made on the Mr and Mrs. Ct’ries A. Emery for A Jolly Halloween party was given
•» lew dpy< before going to Portland at the home of Miss Nora Taylor at
Tenants Harbor was a luncheon i property.
guest Friday of Mrs. William Elling- '
_____
BUILT BY HUDSON — HUDSON SUPER STRAIGHT EIGHT. $780 AND UP: HUDSON SIX. 1710 AND UP- AND TERRAPLANE. $595 AND UP. F. O. B. DETROIT
to spend the winter at The Eastland., The Highlands. Games were played.
_____
' buffet supper was served, and dancwood.
I Lady Knox Chapter DA.R.. will
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper Jr. |ng to the strains of the B. B. B.
-------meet Monday at the home of MLss
day School held an enjoyable Hal-1 Friday to Rockland after being at the day afternoon at her home on Rich
ROCKPORT
The Halloween dance at il* Elks Marian Weidman. Russell avenue. and children have returned from a Orchestra rounded out the evening,
Home Wednesday night was’very Rockport. Mrs. Mary Perry Rich visit with Mrs Sleeper's mother, Mrs Present were Mrs Harold Gerrish,
loween social Wednesday evening at home of Mrs. Minnie Crozier for sev ards’ Hill.
Mrs. Mabel Whitman is visiting in the vestry.
eral weeks.
Mary- Oerrish, Raymond Watson,
The Donald D Dodges returned well patronized. Whalen's Orchestra will be in charge of the program. | Rust Jackson, in Norway
Boston for ten days.
provided
music,
and
Mrs.
W.
R.
■
-------Mrs.
Marcia Simpson. Shirley Grant.
Miss
Weidman
will
display
the
flag
Earle C. Davis and Lou E Upham
Mrs
Beulah
Blakley,
and
guests
Thursday to Philadelphia after
The members cf the Baptist SunMrs Guy Douglas was hostess to;Eieanor Hall Maud Beaton. Barbara
left Thursday on a hunting trip in ' Mrs. Carl Bergstrom and son Teddy, spending the summer at their cottage Foster, Mrs Perley R. Damon and so that members will have no dif
Tuesday Night Bridge Club, with jonjan,
and Mrs. A. L Babbidge.
Mrs. Harry Berman comprised the ficulty ln finding her home.
Northern Maine.
have returned from a visit with Mrs. on Beauchamp Point.
honors going to Mrs Daniel Snow. p,.ank Babbidge. Mr. and Mrs.
energetic committtee in charge.
Carl
Young
at
Matinicus.
Mrs.
Mavnard
Oral
fam
was
hostt;:,
|
IN THt NJCfc
TlM£
At the Baptist Church Sunday Lunch was served at intermission.
Circle supper at the Universalist Mrs Raymond Cross and Mrs. Walter Rogers, Charles Pierce, Mr.
this week to the Wednesday Evening j
or
’
Mrs H. C. Copeland returned Sun services will begin with Church
vestry' Wednesday will have Mrs. F. Lawrence Leach.
and Mrs. Vemon Barnes, Olive
Bridge Club at her home on Mechanic ,
day to Roclfland after a three-weeks’ School at 10 o'clock, followed by
There will be a card party Tues A. Tlrrell as chairman.
Carnes. Ernest Blacklngton. and Miss
Fin/uuf theDirt
street.
Contract Club played Thursday
visit with Mrs. Charles S Oardner. morning worship at 11 wtth sermon day afternoon at Odd Fellows hall
Nora Taylor.
Mr and Mrs Maynard C. Ingraham [
by the pastor. Rev. Oeorge F. Currier, under the auspices of Miriam Re
Miss Nathalie Jones who has been afternoon at the honk/1 of Airs, A S
Dtn/f *
returned Thursday from a visit with' The Trytohelp Club will meet Mon subject. “Our Other Birthdays," story
bekah Lodge. Play will begin at 2 ill with grippe for a week has re- i Littlefield.
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles day evening at the home of Mrs. fcr children. *A11 Aboard for Some
WARREN
and Mrs. Flora Post will be tn charge. sumed her studies at the Ballard i
W'
Edith Overlook.
10.000 MILES
Everett at Waltham. Mass.
Miss Abbie Carter 13 visiting Mr
where Else:’’ special music by choir;
-------|
Business
School,
Rockport.
A
channing
Halloween party was
TIME TO ATTACK
Mrs. Lester Plummer who has been i
_____
and Mrs. Almon Miller in Vinal given Thursday evening by Mrs Mary
Mrs. Annie Hodgman entertained
Mrs. Arthur Walker will entertain Christian Endeavor at 6; prayermeet
COME ON MEN —f ■ S* \K u -tI
the O W. Bridge Club Tuesday at her the Baptist Ladies' Circle Wednes ing Thursday at 7.
LET’S RUIN
confined to her home for two weeks
Chapin Class will meet Tuesday haven.
Moore at her home. Mrs. Christine
THIS MOTOR
home in Camden.
by infection in her jaw is showing at 7:30 with Mrs. Oeorge Palmer
„
n
a
Moi
Barker and Miss Marjorie Spear as
Sandra
Hallowell
and
Clara
Hal,
'
,
encouraging gain.
' Pleasant street.
Mrs. Mabel Thorndike returned
.lowell gave a Halloween
nunparty
..o.tv Wed-t
w.j .assisting
| THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES
° hostesses. The home was
,
. ., _ ,
(_ _
attractively decorated with seasonal
Miss Mary’ Havener was the guest
With Robert Burns as chauffeur, nesday night. Prizes in a peanut
colors and lighted with huge Jack o*
SPEAKING OF BARGAINS ! ! !
last weekend of Misses Dorothy and Mrs. Josie Burns. Mrs. Lizzie Moody. hunt went to Lucille Mank and
MONDAY-TUESDAY
lanterns. Misses Madeleine and AnPriscilla Robinson in Isle au Haut. I Miss Castera Cushman and- Mary- Nathalie Post; in pinning on the
donkey’s tail to Shirley Eaton and nette. H“ke11 Presk,«»
the
Perry Rich from the Methebesec and
Mrs. Frank Bridges of Swans i Educational Clubs attended the Gov Barbara Castner; for eating the chamber of horrors, and each guest
Island is guest of Mrs. Basil H. ernor’s tea at Blaine Mansion and the apple off thi string to Helen Paul was suitably masked. Besides the
In our window
three hostesses there were present
Stinson while Col. Stinson ls in
- State House sessions of the Maine ard Avis Williamson Ice cream and
For the
Mrs. Emma Robbins and Miss Mildred
Many handsome patterns—part wool
Indianapolis for an American Legion
cake
were
served,
and
each
guest
re

, Federation of Women's Literary Clubs
Sweetest
Davis of Union. Mrs. Florence Oxton,
meeting.
FOILED/-BV THE AC
ceived
a
favor.
Those
present
were
Wednesday.
,
RENEWAL SENTRV
Romance
Helen and Kathleen Paul. Avis Wil Mrs. Rita Connell, Mrs Mildred Star
Mrs. A. U. Patterson has returned
liamson. Barbara Bartlett, Shirley, rett, Mrs. Helen Bornemfln, Mrs. Ruth
Mrs
Ralph
E.
Nutt
and
Mrs.
Stan

AH-HA/
of all
to Vinalhaven after visiting her
Avery
and Homer Eaton, Barbara I Wilson and Mrs Alena 8tarrett The
, STOP VOUR
ley E. Pastner were joint hostesses at
E. B. HASTINGS & CO
Time I
jC wt v work
daughter. Mrs. Charles Schofield.
a surprise shower in honor of Miss Castner. Mary and David Farrand. evening was spent with stunts and
Doris and BUy Butler Albert Mal Halloween games, prizes in the former
Mrs Fred Collamore entertained at Olive Jameson at Mrs. Pastner's cotgoing to Mrs. Helen Bomeman, Mrs.
luncheon and auction Wednesday jwge at Olencove. Miss Jameson colm and C.ara Hallowell, and
Robbins and Mrs. Alena Starrett.
Ernest,
Cynthia
and
Sandra
HalSUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY
complimenting Mrs. Adelaide But- leaves Thanksgiving Day for Boston
Doughnuts, cider and pumpkin pie
man who is to spend the winter in "'here she will enter the School ot ’owell, Lucille Mark. Nathalie Post.
were served, the table appointments
Other
guests
Attendant
Nurses.
Among
those
pres,
•
‘
Irthers
prei'n".
were
Mrs.
Robert
Winchester, Mass.
of
Halloween colors.
Paul,
Mrs.
Sherman
Eaton,
Mrs.
were Mrs. C. E. Rollins and Mrs. ent were pgrs H. N. Brazier. Mrs.
Mrs.
Hattie MacFarland is guest of
Loith
Hallowell,
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Post,
1
Benj. Philbrook, who carried off Arthur Andrews, Mrs. Douglas Bisbee,
Mr. and Mrs. John Williams in Union.
j highest honors. Mrs. Butman was Mrs. Fred Gregory. Mrs. Alice Greg am Mrs. Frank Hallowell.
Miss Alice Walter spent Tuesday tn
ory. Mrs. Inez Strong. Miss Blanche
, “showered’’ with gifts.
Mrs. C. A. Packard was hostess to ( Camden, visiting Mr. ind Mrs. HowGray
and
Miss
Myra
Watts.
NOW.YOU DIRT DEVILS,
Comer Club for cards yesterday ard Kenniston.
YOU’LL SERVE A FULL TERM
There will be a circle supper at the
afternoon.
OF 10.000 MILES
At the cooking demonstration to
Dorothy
Melvin,
Lucille
Melvin
and
Methodist
vestry
Wednesday
wjth
LOCKED UP IN THIS AC
be given Thursday at the Womans
Barbara Robinson and Doris Robinson
i Mrs. Lena Stevens as chairman.
RBIKIAL CARTRIDGE
Peaslee s garage on Summer street
Club at 7 o'clock, Miss Carrie Wil
of St. George were given a Halloween
Miss Ellen J. Cochran, Miss party Wednesday evening by their was the scene of a rnerry occasion liams will demonstrate oven dinner
night when Virginia Wood.
Caroline Jameson, Mrs. Theresa aunt, Mrs. Faith Brown of St. George. Saturday
_
,
_ ...
in range, baking of cake, boiled icing,
Millett. Mrs. Maude Blodgett, Mrs. The guests, numberidg 36. arrived in
.
H
frozen dessert in refrigerator and
| Mary Perry Rich and Miss Castera costume and were met by three and Ethel Hayes were hostesses to a salad, food to be given away, lecture
group of school chums. Many games
Cushman attended the fall meeting “ghosts" who took each entrant
s.j
va
on Electrical Appliances in the
were
played including a trea'ur'e
of the Maine Federation of Women's through a barn for initiation process.
■
Kitchen, electric mixer used for
hunt. Barbara Derry and Clarence
Clubs in Augusta on Wednesday.
Of the several games played, the most Peterson being the first to return recipes, electric casserole.
Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Spear are spend
exciting was “the electric chair," the Each received a "lollypop" as treasure.
Mrs. George King was called to
winners of the pastimes being Mary Gordon Richardson received the ing the winter in Garland with their
Portland Wednesday by the death of
Reynolds, Robert Stevens and Austin prize ln the Cheshire Cat contest niece, Miss Cora E. Robinson.
Filmdom’s NEW wonder showJYou’ve
her granddaughter. Mrs. Helen Pel
LOOK AT THIS DIRT FROM YOUR OIL
Ooodwlll Grange will hold its an
waited seven years for it... a king's ran
Kinney. Mrs. Brown was assisted in having a grin of four inches. The,
FILTER-BUT DON’T WORRV-THE NEW
lett. She was accompanied by Mr.
som to produce! So crammed with glori
CARTRIDGE WILL KEEP YOUR OIL
serving lunch by Mr. and Mrs. Am Halloween elimination dance was won nual fair, supper and dance, Wednes
and Mrs. William Harvey.
CLEAN AND REDUCE YOUR OIL
ous music, so packed with fun, ro
brose Melvin.
by Ruth Marston and Edward Hayes. day afternoon and evening,
F* EXPENSE AND REPAIR BILLS,
mance, spectacle, so teeming with
Many more exciting games were i The Halloween party Thursday
Mrs. Charles A. Emery gave a tea
stars of screen, stage and radio, it sets
Everybody is waiting for the Origi played. Fortunes were told. The afternoon at the Congregational
Thursday honoring Mrs. H. H.
a new standard for screen musicals!
Chapel in charge of Mrs. Anna
Stover who leaves shortly to spend nal Rexall One Cent Sale. Two decorations were pertaining to the
(VIRYTHING IN
Starrett, Mrs. Christine Barker and
Items
for
the
price
of
one
plus
cne
Halloween
Season.
Refreshments
the winter at the Eastland in Port
ONI GIANT SHOWI
Miss Marjorie 6pear was successful
land. The tea table was charming cent; 250 bargains to choose from and were served by the hostesses. Those
and enjoyable, about 60 children at
four
big
days
in
which
to
stock
up,
SONG HITS!
present
were:
Louise
Waldron,
Bar

ly appointed In keeping with the
tending. They were served sand
“Broadway
Halloween season. Others present Wed.. Thurs., Pri., Sat., Nov. 6-9, at bara Griffin, Arlene Knowlton, Ethel
Rhythm” j
wiches and orange punch.
The
The
Rexall
Store.
444
Main
St.,
C.
W.
Fl
Jordan,
Margaret
Davenport,
Barbara
were Miss Mary Bartlett, Mrs. Merrill
\
‘On A Sunday
chapel was prettily decorated for the
132-133
I Bartlett and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper Sheldon, prop.—adv.
Derry,
Dorothy
Frost.
Dorothy
Sher

Afternoon”
man, Ruth Rhodes. Ruth Thomas. occasion.
1 Sr., of South Thomaston. Mrs. Oscar
“You Are My
Following the meeting of the
Give your car a break! Combina Nancy Snow, Marion Ludwick. Pris
!<•
Lucky Star"
j Emery of Bar Harbor, Mrs. Scott
te**
tion
thorough
wash
and
grease
$1.75.
Mystic
Rebekah Lodge. Monday eve
“
Sing
Before
EWARE of those dirt devils in
cilla
Lovejoy,
Eleanor
Barnard,
Ma

IO p
j Kittredge of Freeport, Long Island,
,10'
Breakfa.w”_
o9'o'"
All through November.
McLoon rion Vinal, Dorothy Smith, Doris ning a Halloween party was a pleas
your oil filter. After 10,000 miles .
n
il
It
!
N.
Y.,
Alan
Bird.
Mrs.
G.
M.
Derry,
t <3'
the filter becomes clogged with sand, ’
T&Thtf
,0<T'
i Mrs. C. H. Berry and Mrs. Ernest C. Sales & Service —adv.
Borgerson, Madeline Philbrick, Ruth urable feature. At the meeting, Miss
steel filings, metal particles and other
JACK BENNY
ree'
Marston. Margaret McMillan, Ed Adelle Feyler, in behalf of the lodge,
dirt, preventing it from functioning
Davis.
ELEANOR POWELL
and causing heavy oil consumption
ward Storer. Richard Ellingwood. presented Mrs. Anna Starrett with
and excessive wear on thc motor.
■
Richard Marsh, Donald Marriner, the past noble grand jewel.
ROBERT TAYLOR
Ycur old battery is worth some
Mrs. Carrie Smith was re-elected
An AC Renewal Cartridge makes it as
Clarence Peterson, William Karl,
thing to us “Start” right with the
good as new. Your car can run from
Heading Cast of IS
treasurer Wednesday evening at the
Ernest
Johnson,
Bernard
Thompson.
DEPENDABLE
YEAR
ROUND
|
cold
weather.
Buy
a
new
Delco
bat

2,000 to 3,000 miles without a change
Stars! 200 Girls!
ICE SERVICE
Gordon Richardson, Grant Davis. annual meeting 6f the Past Matrons
of oil instead of only 500 miles, and
tery today Nothing down, budget
you avoid big repair bills, too. Drive
James Harding, George Huntley. and Fast Patrons Association of
1 plan if preferred. McLoon Sales &
DAY OR NIGHT
JOE E. BROWN
in today and we will inspect your oil
NOW
rel (District 12. Mrs. Esther Starrett
Woodrow
Anderson, Charles Tcner,
Quality Product, Courteous,
Service, Limerock St., Rockland.
filter free of charge.
TODAY
in “BRIGHT LIGHTS”
PLAYING
leejmatron of IVY Chapter OES., was
Efficient Driven
Richard
Havener,
Edward
Peasli
129-133
WILLIAM BOYD
Edward Hayes, James Hayes. Spe made vice president. Those who at
in
CHARLES
H.MdNTOSH
Phone 892
cial guests were; Jacqueline Grispi, tended the meeting in Camden, Wed
“EAGLE’S BROOD”
Special—Have your car washed,
Shows:
Tel 626, Rockland
Lena Hayes, Emma Lou Peaslee, Bar nesday evening included, Mrs. Carrie
day
cr
night,
all
through
November,
Matinee 2. Evg. 6.30, 8.30
DAY OR NIGHT
79
cents.
Power
washer
used.
Fire

27Stf bara Wood, Mrs. Grispi and Mrs. Smith, Mrs. Laura Starrett and Miss
TELS. 730—731
Cont. Sat. 2.00 to 10.30
M. Orace Walker.
Hayes.
LIMEROCK st.,
ROCKLAND
proof Garage,
131-136

, York.

THOMAS MOTOR CO.

BLANKET REMNANTS

79c, 98c, $1.39

SO NEW—IT’S A YEAR AHEAD

V’

55S»

B

ICE SERVICE

McLoon
Sales & Service

PAR-

OPENING SALE
FULLER-COBB
CASH BASIS POLICY
LOWER PRICES!

This new policy is not radical as it might at first seem.

Fuller-Cobb has al

ways enjoyed a widespread reputation, both for quality of merchandise and for

More for YourMoney!

reasonable prices.
We have had a good profitable business in our new location and our presen

$5.95

$4.95 DRESSES

SALE
PRICE

high.

$3.39

BARGAINS IN COATS

tation of merchandise has met with a pleasing response.
We have felt, however, for some time, that the prevailing prices were too
A thorough consideration of this problem and the ways and means to effect

$29.50 Fur Trimmed ...

a saving, that would allow us to lower our prices has been made.

s19.98

We find that we can make outstanding reductions in our retail prices by elimi

$19.75 Dresses .
16.75 Dresses
13.75 Dresses

10.75 Dresses

’13.98
.
............. 11.78
.
............. 9.98
.
............. 7.78

Save $16.00 on our $65.00 Coats

nating the costs of carrying charge accounts.

These lower prices, in comparison to the high costs of so called accommoda

* ** *

tion charge accounts should make this Cash Basis Policy the most beneficial step

ever taken by Fuller-Cobb, both to ourselves and our customers.

Save 20 Per Cent on All Sport Coats

We invite inspection and comparisons beginning Monday morning and con

* * * *

tinuing thereafter.

All merchandise must be paid for before delivery is made to purchaser, ex

SALE PRICES IN GLOVES

cept under the following conditions:
Workroom labor and material sales will be considered contract work, and

* * * *

will be separated from the cash payment plan of the remainder of the store.
All instances wherein the customer wishes to cross accounts, it may be done

All $1.68 and $ 1.98 HOUSE DRESSES

only upon verification in the office, before delivery has been made.

Fw ’1.59

Mail orders and telephone orders will be sent C. O. D. unless payment has
been forwarded in advance.

♦ * * *

2.95 KID GLOVES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

$2.18

2.15 KID GLOVES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

J gg

2.00 KID GLOVES

1.58

The memorandum system will be continued at present. A 48-hour rule for

time allowance within the city limits, and additional time for transportation re

CHILDREN’S WOOL DRESSES

All memorandum merchandise kept must be paid for, either by cash, money

$2.58

.78 FABRIC GLOVES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

Jg

1.00 FABRIC GLOVES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Jg

1.50 FABRIC GLOVES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

()g

quirements outside of Rockland.

order, or check, within the time limit.

FURS AT LESS THAN ONE-HALF PRICE
* * * ♦

TOILETRIES

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

READY T 0 HANG
BROCADE OVERDRAPES, pair .

(Helene Deane Line)

MISS DANIELS

1.25 COTTAGE CURTAINS, pair.

Expert Corsetiere and Fitter

50 in. MONKS CLOTH, yard ....

60c Now .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ....

48

50c MAGNESIA .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

39

RUBBING ALCOHOL ... 2 bottles

29

1.00 Size JONCAIRE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...

Will be in our store with a full line of

SOFA PILLOWS. Sale Prices-

MODART CORSETS

COL TAILORED CURTAINS, pair

79

2.98 BAGS for.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

’3.98
3.18
2.18

1.98 BAGS for.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

] Jg

25c WITCH HAZEL ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

J9

HOSIERY BARGAINS

5.00 BAGS for.. .. .. ..

50c Size WITCH HAZEL.... .. .. .. ...

39

EVERY LINE REDUCED

3.98 BAGS for.. .. .. ..

JOHNSON’S BABY SOAP .. cake

Qg

.................. .. .. .. .. .

49

88c and 78c HOSE................ .. .. .. .. .

gg

GALLET 45c BATH SOAP.. .. .. ...

25

PEPSODENT TOOTH POWDER..

35

60c MUM.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...

49

1.25HOSE................................ .. .. .. J

60c ODORONO.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...

49

1.35 HOSE ............................ .. .. .. ..

39c JERGENS LOTION.. .. .. .. .. .. ...

35

19c JERGENS LOTION.. .. .. .. .. .. ...

.65 .85 1.00 1.45

Unusual Opportunity for Expert Advice

59c HOSE.........

1.00 HOSE.............................. .. .. .. ..

gQ

1.15 HOSE.............................. .. .. .. ..

gg

Q0
1.08

65c DRAPERY MATERIAL, yard .
INVADA PRINTS, yard.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
1.50 WOOL CREPE, yard.. .. .. .. .. .. .

39 in. PLAIN AND FANCY SILKS
1.00 yard; now.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
2.98 CANDLEWICK SPREADS ..

1.00 BAGS for.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

gg

* * * *

1.98 CANDLEWICK SPREADS .
35c BATH TOWELS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

1.00 JEWELRY for.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

§9

1.00 BATH MATS, all colors....

CHILDREN’S LONG HOSE _25and .50

.85 JEWELRY for.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

49

GLASS TOWELING, blue, gold; yd

.25.29.35.39

.50 JEWELRY for.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

39

G0LFH0SE

1.85
.85
.45

20 Per Cent Discount on all
SHEETS AND PILLOW CASES

PAY CASH AT FULLER’S AND SAVE MONEY

.79
.49
.17
1.29
.69
2.49
1.59
.29
.79
.19

vcv
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GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our llghtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
The day's news from many lonely outposts along
Maine’s waterfront.

with an Infected hand. He ls much
Improved.
Capt. and Mrs. F. O. Hilt of PortJ land Head Light and Mrs. Lucy
Robinson of Wiley's Corner passed
Monday with Keeper and Mrs. A. J.
I Beal.
Mr and Mrs. H. Andrews spent
; the weekend with Mrs. J. W Kelley
■ at Spruce Head. Mrs. Kelley and
■ sons returned Sunday to Jonesport
with Mr. Kelley for several weeks
visit.

Sun.

guests. Mrs Orace Dow gave an in- ;e£Lsed o-t 29
And ohn thT^'D*'*'11 b“l0W’
Ulnt terfat:n« talk on her recent trip to
West Penobscot Bay—Steel Ledge
At the mirth of the mighty Sea
Altoona. Pa., and New York city. MOnument Light reported extingui—Bayard Taylor
Ncxt meeting will be wilh Mrs Annie shed
24 was relighted Oct. 31.
• •
Thomas. Portland.
Mariners are particularly requested
Early Lighthouses
_
„ . „ . . .
,
.
,
KeePer E1;otl of T’° LKhts. Cape' to immediately notify the nearest
first light-bearingtower of
and Mrg.
visited 18uperlntendent of Lighthouses, dlwh ch there is any record. buUt by Sunday P o Hilt and family.
, rect by
„ ttXtgT^ c0^ o{
Ptolemy Philadelphus about 300 B
Mr and Mrs R T sterling visited
or misplacement observed
C. figures as one of the Seven Mr and Mrs W C Dow Tuesday eve- in an „„
navlgaflon. Such c0.
Wonders of the World of the an- ning at their home on Stevens aveUon will materially assist in the
dents. During the Middle Ages the nue. Portland
,
remedying of defects, and in
-aids to navigation' were meager.
Vacations are over and the keepers
effwtlve matatenance by the
and the earliest tower wUtch claims are back on the Job. P. O Hill mo- u hth0UM
of lts ald8 t0
attention is the Tour de Cordouan. tored from Portland Head to Altoona.,
.... ,,
navigation.
built U584-1610) on a reef at thc Pa . with stops at Belleville. N J . New
__________
mouth of the Garonne. The earlier York city and Lynn. Mass., returning!
lighthouses were confined to con- fcr one night at Portland Head be- [
venient location on the land, but fore starting East In the latter di- '
these were <useless as a warning rection he went as far as Bar Har- ;
against the isolated rocks or sunken bor making St. George his address ,
reefs distant from the mainland.
R Thayer Sterling, on vacation, j
such as the famous Eddystone, ln the motored to Paterson. N. J.. New York
English channel, where was establl- elty and other places of Interest. On
shed the,, first stable tower
Mr Sterling's second trip he was
The first lighthouse in the United guest of relatives in Danvers. Beverly
States was erected in 1716 on the and Boston and was accompanied by
north side of Boston harbor. The Mrs Sterling and son Robert They ■
Treasury Department of the Govern- all feel vacation days were well spent;
ment was vested with the care of and surely they were days to be rethese constructions, but. 1852. a membered as we sit by the fires with
lighthouse board was organized, with an ever watchful eye on the Light
the Secretary' of the Treasury as these long winter evenings
Mr Bowsfield of Sea Coast Mission
president.
boat Sunbeam called Thursday morn- j
Fort Point

with Mr and Mrs. John Lawler of South
Portland were guests Sunday of Capt.
Friends of Mrs. Putman regret to Lawry's mother, Mrs. Charlena
leam of the death of her mother. Lawry.
Mrs Elia D. Cook and Mrs Hattie
Mrs. Towle of West Newton. Mass.
Mrs. Putman who. with her mother, Lawry entertained the Ladles Aid
passed the summer seasons at Wednesday afternoon at their home,
members
attending.
The
Martin's Point, has the sympathy of 20
hostesses served refreshments.
this community.
Mr and Mrs. Donald Knapp and
Mrs. Hattie Springer was a caller
Miss Nellie Davis, former teachers in
Wednesday on Mrs. Melvin Lawry.
this town, attended the State Teach
Mrs. Orris Cook and Frank Oeyer.
ers' Convention in Bangor.
Miss Marjorie Simmons, a student
Miss Eda Lawry and Mrs. Amy
at Rockland High School, passed last
Stebbins and daughter Ethel spent
weekend with her parents, Mr. and
a day In Togus recently.
Mrs. Albion Simmons.
Mr and Mrs William Kirkpatrick
Chester Brown has returned to
have closed their summer home and
Springfield. Mass. following a few
are ln Waldoboro for the winter.
days visit with relatives here.
The 4-H Club county contest will
Mr. and Mrs. Grant spent the
be held today at Boothbay Harbor,
weekend in Bangor.
with the annual achievement day
Mrs. Silas Nyler, who has been
program. A delegation from this
caring for her daughter and infant
vicinity will attend.
child has returned to Cushing.
Chester Brown was a Thomaston
ROCKVILLE
visitor Sunday evening.
Miss Jane Bronkie has returned
Mr. and Mrs Ira Oliver and Clay
ton Oliver of Thomaston passed thc from a visit with friends in Boston
and assumed yesterday her new duties
weekend with Mrs. Clayton Oliver.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Thompson as regular nurse at Knox Hospital.
Evans Tolman spent a few days last
motored Sunday to Farmington.
Capt. and Mrs. Perley Lawry and week with his cousins, Richard Clark

I young students' efforts met
' gratifying success.

FRIENDSHIP
Karl Stetson motored here Sun
day from Thomaston, accompanied
by his children Rachel and Leonard
The Pythian Sisters of Friendship
Temple meet Tuesday evening at K
P. hall. There will be work and in
spection. supper to be served at 6
o'clock in the banquet hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Thompson
were recent guests of K. C. Pales of
South Warren.

The sea la a Jovial comrade.
Mrs. Josie Lawry and daughter
first time the crowd has gathered
He laugh* wherever he goe*;
NOTICE TO MARINERS
Eda recently entertained the Baptist
Hls merriment shines ln the dimpling for a month owing to vacations. Mrs.
lines
Robertson was the usual charming
That wrinkle hls hale repoae;
Seacoast—Wheeler Bay Buoy 1. re- Circle and guests at their Forest
He lays himself down at the feet of the hostess. There were three invited ported caught down
28 was re. i Lake cottage where a delightful day

And shake* all over with glee.

Every-Other-Day

was passed, marked by a bountiful
dinner at noon.

Several members of the local
Knights of Pythias Lodge attended a
i Pythian meeting Monday night in
Damariscotta.
Mrs. Roscoe Simmons and daugh
ter, Mrs. Alden Lawry and daugh
ter, Gladys, were visitors Monday at
i the home of relatives on Friendship.
Long Island.
Outstanding among the week's
events was a Halloween party spon
sored by the Junior High School last
1 Thursday night at K P. hall. The

A

0K

Ding, dong, bell,
My auto’i running swell,
It quickly starts, it smoothly goes,
It has no fear of frost or snows,
All because a change I made
To Gulflube oil, thc Winter Gradel

0^*

Chang* now to

GULFLUBE WINTER GNU
/

tforos on

w

d QV11T

CULP

REFINING
COMPANV

and Bernard Clark, ln Thomaston
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Sherer passed
Sunday in Hallowell, guests of Miss
Nellie F Stevens.
Mrs Cer'l A
Rhodes was their guest Wednesday
Mr and Mrs. E H. Perry enter

tained last Saturday at supper Mr.
and Mrs A. H Flood of Holiday Beach
and
Annie Flint of Rockland.
Miss Dorothy Tolman returned home
Wednesday, having been employed by
Mrs. Russell Staples in Rockport.

Git

’J

ing on the Keepers and their families.

The government workmen. Colbeth
The Cuckolds
Beal and Jacobsen, have completed
The
fine
weather, which has
their duties at this station, and re
favored us here lately, has been
turned Monday to Portland.
greatly enjoyed.
Heinrich A. Jacobsen attended the
Keeper and Mrs Foss motored Oct
dance last Saturday night in Stock5 to Ellsworth where Keeper Foss
ton Springs.
attended the dedication of the new
Oil tanker Bacoi came up river in
Masonic hall.
the fog Just about the time this let
Juanita Seavey and Myrtle Seavey
ter was being written.
spent last weekend with their j
Our Light has been pepped up 1
parents. Mr and Mrs Harold Seavey.
from 490 to 2300 candlepower. oil
Mrs Foss and Mr. and Mrs. Seavey
vapor.
were recent visitors at Boothbay.
Three-masted schooner Esthonia.
Josie Alley of Wood Island Coast
bound from Turks Island for Bangor. Ou&rd SuUon rwently gpent 48.hour
with a load of salt, was lost off legve with Keeper and
Poss
Nantucket last week There must be
,
.
brine aplenty round Nantucket now- !
and
ef\todJ,\on
eight days liberty. Benjamin Norton
Mrs. A Mitchell. Mrs. Florian E.
of Ellsworth is substituting during
Curtis and MLss Rachel O. Robin
their absence.
son attended church services in town
Keeper and Mrs. Foss were in j
Sunday afternoon. The pastor. Rev.
Boothbay
recently for supplies. While j
Ellis Davies, leaves soon for his new
there they met Assistant Superin- |
parish ln Orono. Friends here wish
tendent Sampson and Keeper Robin
him well.
son of Ram Island. Keeper Staples of
• • • •
Burnt Island and Retired Keeper
Doubling Point Range
1 Stetson.
After a long silence. I am back on
Mrs Foss has a canary which I
the air again with a very good excuse j certainly loves to sing. He is a
for not writing earlier. The past cheerful little comrade and adds
three weeks have kept me so busy greatly to the home's brightness.
that I have not had time to handle
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Townsend
a pen.
and Mr. and Mrs. Cameron of BoothJack Lyon, government machineat, bay received a call Sunday from |
recently installed a new radiator in Keeper and Mrs. Foss. Enroute to i
the kitchen.
Thomas Flamigan, that place the Fosses had the pleas
government electrician, has been ure of meeting their retired super- I
setting a line of new poles with new intendent, Mr. Luther, and gave him
wire from this station to Doubling a ride to church.
Point Light Station. This required
Mrs. Foss and Mrs Seavey are
the placement of about 50 poles and entertaining themselves these days
5.075 feet of new wire. Keeper Nye in the braiding of rugs and are also
ls now busy painting thc new poles. busily engaged in fancy work, oc
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Blake. Mr. cupations which are greatly to their
and Mrs. Herbert Mitchell and Mr. liking.
and Mrs. John Chandler, all of
South Orrington, and old school
WHITE HEAD
mates of mine, were recent visitors
at this station.
R. E. Scott of Rackliff Island,
Miss Vivian G. Nye. R. N. and Dr. Basil Winchenbach and friends of
Sherwood Armstrong of Boston have Rockland enjoyed a deep sea fishing
trtp Monday.
arrived to spend thc weekend.
A representative from Boston was
Mr. and Mrs. Fred D. Pinkham and
sons Roger and Gordon were here here last week to look over the site
for erecting a new lookout tower for
on a recent visit.
Oil tanker Seaboard passed in by U. S. Coast Guard.
Keeper and Mrs. A. J. Beal and
recently, piloted by Capt. L. J.
Miss Eleanor Beal have returned
Oliver.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Coleman of from a motor trip Down East. They
the Knubble Light have been callers report gorgeous faliage through the
at this station and we were hoping "Black woods.”
The weather during October has
to see them once more before they
returned, but for some reason they been superb here, and Mrs. H.
were unable to make a second visit. Andrews picked Oct. 26 a beautiful
This signing-off signal is ac bouquet from her garden.
companied by best wishes to all
L. R. Dunn, officer-in-charge of
Lighthouse
and
Coast
Guard the U. S. Coast Guard here, who has
brothers.
been at the Marine Hospital in
• • • V
Chelsea, Mass., for several weeks, re
ported Sunday for local duty.
Portland Head
Mrs. Ruth Randall and Miss
Fog for a change but no complaints
Eleanor Beal werc callers Monday on
are entered.
Mrs. L. B. Beal.
Robert Sterling Jr. attended the
Mrs. J. K. Lowe was guest Sunday
Harvard-Dartmouth fcotball game
of Mrs. Walter Rackliff at Wheeler's
last Saturday at Cambridge. Mass.
Bay.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow were call
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alley of the
ers here last Saturday evening.
A. W Hathorne was in Portland Light are on a gunning trip Down
East.
last Tuesday on business.
Mrs. John Kelley and sons were
Arthur Harlow and George Cloud
overnight
guests Friday of Mrs. L.
man of South Portland were recent
B. Beal.
callers at this station.
Mrs. Ruth Randall of Spruce Head
R. Thayer Sterling and family re
visited over the weekend with Mrs.
turned Sunday from Boston.
Miss Marion Sterling of Peaks A. J. Beal and Miss Eleanor Beal at
Island was guest Monday night of thc Light.
Vincent Alley of the Light has re
Mrs. Martha Sterling.
Good Timers met Wednesday with turned from Knox Hospital where
Mrs. Myra Robertson, Portland tlie for a week he had been a patient

THE NEW
CHEVROLET FOR 1956

t/CHtVROlET
DIALER ADVERTISEMENT

NEW PERFECTED

HYDRAULIC BRAKES
fhe tafetl and smoothest ever developed

ODAY, the Chevrolet Motor Com

T

NO DRAFT VENTILATION

pany climaxes a quarter-century of

quality manufacture by presenting Chev

ON NEW BODIES BY FISHER
*

rolet for 1936—the only complete low-priced

•

tha most beautiful and comfortable bodies

car.

Thia new Chevrolet is the only car that

ever created for a low-priced car

brings you all these good things at lowest

cosl.The only lower-priced car with New
Perfected Hydraulic Brakes.

The only

IMPROVED GLIDING
KNEE-ACTION RIDE*

lower-priced car with thelmprovedGliding

the smoothest, tafetl ride of all

car with heantiful new Body by Fisher-

XHIGH-COMPRESSION
VALVE-IN-HEAD
ENGINE

Knee-Action Ride*. The only lower-priced

Vf

new high-compression valve-in-head-

giving even better performance with

engine—solid steel Turret Top, and many

even leu gas and oil

other improvements which give smarter,

SOLID STEEL one-piece
TURRET TOP
a crown of beauty, a fortress
of tafety

smoother,

safer

and

more

economical

motoring.
See and ride in the only complete lowpriced car—today!

CHEVROLETMOTOR CO.,DETROIT.MICH.

SHOCKPROOF
STEERING*
making driving eatier and safer
than ever before

Cnmparr ChemJet'i Imc drlurred prim nrui the nrw grrruiv
mkirrti G.M.A.C. ft prr crrU finer paymmi plan—ihr Inrnt
financing oott in G.M.A.C. hutary. A Central Maton I’alut.

ALL

THESE FEATURES AT CHEVROLET'S LOW PRICES

$495
Peaslee & Ross
Vinalhaven

Me.

AND UP. List price of New Standard
Coupe at Flint. Michigan. With bump
ers. spare tire and tire lock, the list
price Is S2O additional. •Knee-Action on
Master Models only. S20 additional.
Prices quoted In this advertisement are
list at Flint, Michigan, and subject to
change without notice.

SEA VIEW GARAGE INC.

Barker’s Garage

689 Main Street

Union

Tel. 1250

Rockland Me.

Me.

